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ISB 25's Case Heard Today; 1
Reporter's Charges Dropped I

By EMMEFT SHINE - Statesman Assistant Business Manager Jeff
Polity President Gerry Mangineli and the Horwitz, who was covering the demonstration

other members of the Stony Brook 25 and was served with a court order, learned Friday
are shduled to appear before State Supreme that all charges against him had been dropped.
Court Justice Charies Thom today to answer civil Horwitz said that he assumed that the University
contempt charges stemming from their part in dropped the charges against him because he was
last month's demonstration against the new acting as a member of the press and not as a

A.m,.;, ,.,and.r. dmonstrator while beint served.

The 25's day in court was delayed twice
before today, and Polity Lawyer Denis Hurley
said that he does not plan to change his defens
strategy. "No, things are basically the same. I
have nothing new to relate. We will just respond
to these questions. I guess well just have to wail
and see what happens."

The University is seeking $3,000 in fines from
all the defendants. This, according to University
Attorney Richard Cahn, will cover damages to
the Administration Building, as well as overtime
paid to Security and maintenance workers.

"We are hoping that the worst outcome [ol
the charges] will be a collective fine of $500 to
be paid by all defendants. This would cost each
student $20. If it's any more than that, we're ik
trouble," commented Manginelli. MangineU
added, "Well I hope it's over soon so we can gel
back to the matter of the calendar."

The University originally pressed crimina
contempt charges, which could have meant
stiffer fines and jail terms, against al th
defendants who were served with courtorders a
the demonstration.According to the charges, the
25 students refused to leave the Administratiom
Building after being ordered to do so by Stat
Sureme Court Justice Laurence Bracken. John Toll's outer office during last month's

Ljk~~' d demonstration.

Arts and Sciences Senate Passes Requirements
By LAWRENCE RKIGS

The Arts and Sciences Senate
overwhelmingly approved a set of new
distribution requirements Monday,
mandating students to take a broader
course distribution to graduate. These

If these requirements are approved by
University President John Toll, students
will have to take 12 credits each of arts
and humanities, social and behavioral
sciences, and natural science and
mathematics. No courses taken to
satisfy mjor requirements can be used
to satisfy distribution requirements.
Students must also show a minimum
proficiency in mathematics, take six
credits of a foreign language, and show
proficiency in English, but Assistant
Arts and Sciences Dean Joan Moos said
that "adequate remedial facilities should
be implemented before (there is] any
proficiency requirement."

"I believe the [first] requirement is
to get students to sample in some
breadth of something besides their
major," said Sociology Professor
Norman Goodman. Polity Treasurer
Mark Minma, who is also an Arts and
Sciences Senator, said, "I don't see that
forcing students to take courses in
understaffed departments will force
them to lean. I don't think that

students having a liberal education is as
important,asthe quality of education."

Physics Professor inwood Lee said
this requirement would hinder the Fine
Arts program, because Fine Arts
students would have to take too many
'outside courses.

Political Science Professor Howard
Scarrow termed the foreign langauge
requirement "a farce, because students
have had learning blocks." He cited one
incident where a student was in a
language laboratory listening to a tape
of a foreign language, but was reading a
comic book. Undergraduate Studies
Dean Robert Marcus, however, said that
a study of incoming freshmen showed
that most of them had had enough
background in a foreign language from
high school to be able to meet the
proposed requirements.

English Professor David Sheehan
claimed that this requirement would
increase greatly the demand placed on
the foreign language departments. This
requirement passed, 30-5, and the

English proficiency requirement passed
unanimously. "It seems pretty dear that
the faculty wants distribution
requirements and students are going to
get distribution requirements," said
History professor Joel Rosenthal, "but
if you [Minasil think they're wrong, say

It seems pretty clear that the faculty

wants distribution requirements . .
-Joel Rosenthal
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Union Leaks .
Recent rainstorms were not

restricted to the outdoors as
several leaks in the ceilings of the
Union soaked halls from top
floor to basement. Union staff
responded by placing large
plastic bins under the leaks,
while Facilities Planning officials
pondered a more permanent Ai
solution . - .
Story on Page 3 ' ..ID -- :.
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necoruamg LXi'LLry

' In the 100 years since Thomas
Edison invented the phonograph,
the recording industry has seen
various technical advancements
that have led to the development
and refinement of sound
reproduction. In the first of
three-part series, Statesman
traces the evolution of sound

Story on Page 4A

Quarterfinals
The quarterfinals of the

basketball intramural playoffs
get underway tonight at 9 PM in
the Gym.The eight hall and eiht
independent teams are all in
action as the field will be cut to
four teams for the semifinals

y Story on Page 12 )
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Brookhaven Town Loses Grants
l. ws Briefs By Rejecting Low-Cost Housing

Carter: End Electoral College
WashingtonJimmy Cater has proposed some drastic chnges in

America's election system. He wants to do away with the Eetoral
College, pre-election voter registration, and private financing of
Congressional campaigns.

Vice President Walter Mondale headed a task force which drafted
the political reform proposals for the president, and so yesterday
Mondale unveiled the reform package with a dozen Democratic and
Republican leaders standing by at a news conference.

Number one on the list is the voter registration scheme. Under
this proposal, voters could walk into a polling place on election day,
prove they live in the neighborhood, and vote.

That proposal got bi-partisan support from the group. All seemed
to agree that it would boost voter turnout on election day. Mondale
defended it from critics who say it would lead to vote fraud.
Mondale said that could be curbed by the penalties attached to
violations, up to 10 years in jail and 10,000 dollars in fines.

The leadership was not so enthusiastic about some of the other
proposals, such as direct election of presidents instead of the present
electoral college system. They all appeared to favor some form of
Federal financing for congressional elections. They did not give
unanimous backing to one other proposal, to liberalize the 'estri cdn
now put on the political activities of federal employees.

U.S. To Continue Korean Support
Washington-President Jimmy Carter tol'i Japanese Prime Minister

Fukuda yesterday that even though US troops will leave South
Korea, the United States is committed to Korean security and a
military presence in the Pacific.

The President stated the US. Commitment in a joint communique
issued at the end of two days of talks on economic and security
matters. The communique also said Carter and Fukuda urged a
prompt ban on all nuclear testing.

Japan has only "self-defense" forces and considers the 40,000
US. soldiers in Korea as necessary for its security.

Carter said yesterday the troops would be withdrawn, but the
communique said the United States will not "endanger the peace" in
Korea and declared, "The United States will honor its security
commitments and intends to retain a balanced and flexible military
presence in the western Pacific."

The communique said that Fukuda "welcomed this affirmation
by the United States" and expressed his intention that Japan would
further contribute to the stability and development of that region in
various fields, including economic development.

Vietnam Returns Two MIA Bodies
Washington-President Jimmy Carter's Special Commission on

Americans Missing in Action says Vietnam plans another good will
gesture by returning the bodies of two more men.

As the delegation flew from Hawaii to Washington yesterday,
former Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield said he believes their
nine day mission gave the U.S. a chance at "a new beginning" in
Southeast Asia.

The Chairman of the group was United Auto Workers President
Leonard Woodcock, who says he will meet with Carter on Thursday
to deliver the panel's report. Woodcock said that the two bodies
are said by the Vietnamese to be the remains of a former CIA agent,
Tucker Gouglemann, and a serviceman killed in a plane crash.

Woodcock said the Commission also got a Vietnamese pledge to
continue searching for information about the other 2,500 Americans
still listed as missing.

Call to Women Conference

New York-A federally funded women's organization today
announced plans for a three- day Call to Women conference in
Albany this summer to explore the quality of life of women in the
state. The New York State women's meeting, headed by former
Congresswoman Bella Abzug, announced the plans at. a news
conference at a Manhattan YWCA.

Abzug said the purpose of the conference, to be held July 8-10 at
the Empire State Mall, is to "attempt to deal with the problems
women have in the state. . to attempt to find out what women hope
for, what they feel in their hearts, what frustrations they have and
what can be done to improve the lot of women which will help all
people in general."

Abzug said about 3,000 to 5,000 women are expected at the
conference which will also elect representatives to the National
Women's Conference to be held November 18-21 in Houston, Texas.

Weather Forecast
Today: Variable cloudiness, windy and cold, with a chance of
showers or sow flurries. High 38-42, winds W-NW at 15-25 MPH,
with higher gusts.
Tonight: Partly cloudy, windy and cold. Low 27-32. Winds NW
15-25 MPH, with higher gusts.
Tomorrow: Becoming mostly sunny after some morning dodinas.
Continued windy and cold. HIgh 40-45.

By EDWARD IDELL
Tle town of ookhaven may

haw lot over $850,000 in
federal community developmet

rants, as the result of a suit
contending that the town
violted 1974 Housing and
Community Development Act
guidelines in its refusal to
appropriate funds for
low-income housing projects.

Federal District Court Judge
Thomas Griesa enjoined the
town from spending its
$864,000 share of a $4 million
gmant awarded to Suffolk
County by the Department of
Housing and Urban
Development last year. In
addition, Suffolk was enjoined
from spending approximately
$600,000 in matching funds
received because of
Brookhaven's participation in
the progmm.

.Confrlent
According to Deputy Town

Supervisor Phillip Giarmita,
Brokhaven plans to appeal the
decision and is confident of
recovering the funds. "There is
no question in our minds," he
said. "We're not going to lose
that money."

The ruling came as the result
of a clam action suit brought by
the Brookhaven Chapter of the
NAACP, the Suffolk Housing
Services, and the Wyandanch
Community Action Center. The
plaintiffs claimed that
Brookhaven had not displayed
an adequate committment to the
development of lower-income
housing in its proposals to

allocate the HUD ftds. Town
Suprvtr John R 1 has
ince decided not o ptip
in the profram nextyesana
which win cost the town
approximately $2 mlon in
HUD grants.

"'We were extremely
interested in seeing this money
put to good purposes," said
Brookhaven NAACP President
Kenneth Anderson, in explaining
the reason for the suit. "We
would rather see the money go
to some area where it would
benefit lower and middle income
people."

"The primary intention of the
grant is doing something with
housing-it's for housing
stabilization, rehabilitation, and
upgrading of community life,"
he said. "We are aware of certain
areas of the town where there is
visual urban blight and decay. It
was our contention that the
money should be spent there
first." Anderson cited a 1975
housing survey which he claimed
showed significant inmreases in
'minority residents, and large
numbers of vacant, deapideted
houses, "ripe for rehabilitation."

According to Giaramita, the
HUD guidelines do not stipulate
that any portion of the funds be
allocated to housing, but instead
allow for spending on a large
category of "community
improvements." Brookhavn had
planned to spend the money on
improvements in roads, parks,
recreation areas, and street
lighting, but no funds were to be
allocated for housing

.--'-- o. !b s e d that

;w- hwd - e ddwod have
_md tm bfne" ban

Gimita msid tt that te smrvey
cited by Anderon was
"outdated," and "didn't dem
specifically with Brookhaven."
He said however, that the town
council ha oned a new
hong survey, and that the
town would be wim_ g to
consider an ppropration for
oung development proects if

the need was indicated. "If a
study showed a need," he aid,
.our next step would be to
consult community groups and
try to come qup wih a poam
everyo in the town could
support.

Hoasng Pojects
Commeating on the town's

deision not to psrtiipete i the
puoamn if forced to allocate
moey to homming projects,

-ita said that the comnes
had "made a commrmant"

and could not IremP on its
stand that Brookshave had no
obligation to support
lower-ncome hboubg.

"It think this isa cla
example of trying to cover up
what is Randoph's $2 mffion
.foll a comedy of emS, and
his attempt to mMeed the
people of Brookhaven town,"
said Andeason. He [Randolp
had every opportunity to me the
money in a way to aid the poor,
and all people of the town. It is
now irretrievably lost."

nulI LiNyr: ROepulost GUiora MarKowtz demonstrates the fvtllty of FPtty's mw phaoe
system that liminates the push button phone and intercom O nsyst toig te la m for ea^
number. To those in the office, the agpavation isnt worth th $63 a month thM ssi m mqm* .
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Poor Construction Causes Leaks
In Stony Brook Union Ceilings

By FRANK SCHMITT
Several serious leaks have opened recently in the

ceilings of the Stony Brook Union, causing extensive
damage to facilities.

Students passing through the Union yesterday could
spot at least five leaks on all three floors of the Union.
One leak in the basement was heavy enough to warrant
placement of a large plastic tub to catch the water.
Three other sizable leaks opened in the ceiling of the
main loungelast Friday, making it necessary to use three
plastic carts to keep the lounge from flooding.

"I was over there [in the Union) with [Facilities
Operations Director] Kevin Jones, and we saw the leaks
ourselves," Assistant Executive Vice President Sanford
Gerstel said. "We realize that we are probably going to
have to do something on our own. It is a serious
problem. Something must be done, but we don't know
just what."

Gerstel said that the Stony Brook Construction Fund
has attempted twice in the past six years to prevent
leakage in the Union, since this problem has existed in
the past. "The problem has been tried to be corrected
twice in the last six years," said Gerstel. '"The

Construction Fund hired professional architects to alter
the drainage off the Bridge to Nowhere and the roof of
the Union building." He said that he is aware of the
problem still existing.

Leaae Problems
According to Gerstel, many of the leakage problems

are caused by the dropped ceilings in the Union. "It
causes a problem when we look for places to put new
drainage pipes, and drains," he explained. '"'be
architects were hired in hopes of finding a solution to
the leaks without necessitating a change in the
appearance of the ceilings," he said

When asked about the amount of damage done to the
Union floors and ceilings by the rain, Gerstel said "all
you have is a puddle, like the one in the lounge on
Friday, and somebody hasto dean it up, usually the
janitors. When a floor needs to be replaced, we replace
it. That is what has been done in the past."

"It is a serious problem," Gerstel concluded. I'm sure
many buildings on campus will have leakage problems
after a driving rainstorm like today's. All we can do is
put it on the agenda for our next weekly meeting with the
Construction Fund."

Gray Residents Change College Name to Garcia
By THOMAS HILLGARDNER

University policy has always dictated
that the residential colleges be named
after famous dead New Yorkers. Eariy
this month members of the Asa Gray
College legislature voted to name their
college after rock musician Jerry Garcia,
, even though he only fits two of the three
requirements; being famous and among
"the dead"-that is the Grateful Dead.

The change was the brainchild of Mark
Matson, a resident of Gray A-3. Matson
calls it "a grassroots movement," saying
"We were sitting around one night, and
we were thinking about the college."
Until a recent college scavenger hunt, in
which one of the collectables was the
answer to the question: 'Who is Asa
Gray?', no one knew for sure. In fact,

- Gray was an eminent botanist, but few
college residents were aware of this. "We
started a petition going around the
college, and we managed to get about 60
or 70 signatures. But that was when we

found out that all we had to do to change
the name of the college wa- to gain a
majority in the college legislature,"
Matson said.

In the text of his speech to the
legislature last March 8th, Matson said
that Garcia represents a lifestyle in that
college, and that "He's famous and he's
Dead," two requirements that a college
name must have.

Opposed to Change
Gray C-2 residential assistant Arthur

Shankman was opposed to the change.
Arthur feels that the entire name change
project is inappropriate. "A few people in
this college, who are from two or three
rooms in this college, decided that the
name was going to be Garcia," said
Shankman. Shankman expressed his
feelings and said that he thought Duane
Allman would be a better name since
Allman is really dead and Garcia is just a
nember of the Dead.

There are other signs of dissent in Gray

College. While Mark Matson has posted a Elizabeth Wadsworth commented that
sign outside his room declaring that Gray the official name of the building would
is now Garcia, hallmate Stan Joczhas remain Gray College, but if the residents
called the building Neil Diamond College. wanted to call it something else, the

But to several people, Garcia represents University could not stop them.
a lifestyle. At least two people in the Campus-wide student reaction to the
College have massive tape collections of name change is mixed. One resident of
the Grateful Dead in concert, and tickets Hendrix College in Roth Quad, Tim
to the Grateful Dead at the Palladium in Jorden, said that he felt that the Gray
New York are the hottest items on most name change was a dead issue. "If every
every hall. Despite signs of dissent, Garcia student in a building uses a name, that is
people feel secure, and they are planning the name that really counts." Hendrix is
,ahead. the only student-named college to have

"We want to change the Asa Gray gained student support. Other colleges
Commuter College sign to Jerry Garcia," that have been named by students, but
says Matson. For awhile, Garcia residents failed to get student support include all
had a temporary sign draped out a the Kelly dorms which received names
window. like Edgar Allan Poe, Bebe Rebozo, and

Vice President for Student Affairs Richard Nixon College.

Barking Student Annoys
Campus Security Officers

Dental Professor Extracts
Cavity-Preventing Peptide

By DAVID M. RAZLER
A Dental School professor

announced Monday that he had
discovered the substance in saliva
which prevents mouth bacteria from
secreting acids which cause tooth
decay. He is now at the point where he
can begin research into providing
people with a supplemental supply of
this compound.

Israel Kleinberg said that after ten
years of research, he was able to
isolate the compound sailian, a low
molecular weight peptide from human
saliva. He said that the compound
diffuses into colonies of oral bacteria
and inhibits them from secreting the
acids which cause cavities. He added
that he believes that it is possible to
put the compound into almost any
form to supplement the body's natural
supply, and that this development
might eliminate the use of artificial
sweetners to prevent tooth decay. "It
will let you have your cake and eat it
too," he remarked on the possibility
of including sailian in high sugar foods.

Kleinberg said that it has been
known for a long period of time that

some substance in saliva prevented
tooth decay. He said that persons who
lose the ability to produce saliva often
have all of their teeth decay rapidly
due to the lack of any kind of natural
protection.

However, the early research
Indicated that the saliva served as a
buffer to neutralize the acids, and this
was its only function. Kleinberg used
newer laboratory procedures to split
saliva into its components and
discovered that the small peptide,
composed of five amino acid blocks,
was able to diffuse into the bacteria
and prevent the bacteria from
secreting acids.

Five Years

Kleinberg added that the new
compound may be ready for use in
five years although the normal testing
period is longer. He added that the
period may be reduced because the
compound is a natural one, which the
average human swallows constantly.
He said the compound also works well
in combination with present fluoride

.treatments present in toothpaste and-
some water supplies.

4'I just felt like barking at them; no
particular reason," said Dougass College
resident Ron Surdi who allegedly barked
twice at two Security officers standing
outside the college Monday night. Surdi
claims that he did it without malicious
intent, and that he was really surprised
when the two officers returned to the
building and informed him that he was
committing an act of disturbing the
peace, and asked him to cease making the
dog-like sounds.

Surdi said that he and his roommate
Steve Schmidt were playing ping-pong in
the Douglass College basement when they
saw two officers, one in plainclothes,
leaving the building. Surdi, who is known
in the building for his barking, turned to
Schmidt and said "I should have barked
at him." Schmidt told him that he still
could by opening the window. Surdi said
he went to the window and barked twice
and then went back to the game, and was
interrupted "between five and three
minutes later" by the two officers.
Officer Thomas Warren and trainee Paul
Samuels, who due to his status was not in
uniform, stopped the game by deflecting
the ball.

Peace Disturbed
Warren said that he responded to the

barking because they were "disturbing
the peace, acting silly and making loud
noises." He added that he thought tat
Surdi was "trying to make us look
foolish."

Warren added that he saw the two

students with their heads out of the
windows and then went in to speak with
them. He informed the two that they
could be arrested if they continued to
disturb the peace, but did not actually
threaten them with arrest. Surdi added
that during the conversation his
roommate was laughing while he strained
to keep a straight face.

Public Safety Director Robert Comute
explained that people making loud noises
could be arrested for disturbing the
peace, however that the disturbance had
to annoy other people and not be just "a
breach of peace in regards to the officer."

Police officers on duty can never
legally claim that something said to them
was harassment or disturbance of the
peace, and can never use verbal
harassment as an excuse for actions
against the person making such remarks.

Cornute added that the 4 PM-midnight
supervisor told him that Warren and
Samuels had responded to two people
"Hanging out the window" and barking,
and not just to the brief two-bark
incident described by Surdi.

Surdi added that the event had not
changed his previous opinion of Security
which was not very favorable. "Theyre
not very high on my honor list," he said,
adding that he felt that the campus police
had made only minor efforts at working
for and with the students, andthat he
regarded them as "belonging to
[University President John] Toll."

-David Razler
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UNON AUICTORKIM-TONIGHT

1 ROBIN .WILIAMSONI
AND HIS MERRY BAND

MARCH 23 BRITISH FOLK MUSIC 8-:
. -By the former leader of

THE INCREDIBLE STRING BANDi
STUDENTS $2.00-

rUNION AUDITORIUM -

MARCH 24 PRAGUE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 800 PM
|L , Ha RieFahteH 4er-eHa Pi'-o -l
- Students $2.00 Faculty P ublic * .

UNION AUDITORIUM__________________
I N.Y. STREET THEATRE CARAVAN PRODUCTION OF I

MARCH 2 M 8:00 PM$.1rt "S.ACCO & VANZETTI
, LStudent $1.00I

'i" GYM

APRIL16 DICKIE BETTS . .
.L. · '' ' AND GREAT SOUTHERN '' 9:00 PM

LStudent Res. $5.00 Tickets on sale -Tues. March 22- Gen Admission $3.00 J

-cGYM

APRIL 17

L Student RIBs.

Jewish Arts Festival in amocition with Hillel

THEODORE BIKEL
S4.UU Gen. A

-I -
8:00 PM

idm $2.50-

GYM .

MAY 4 JESSE COLIN YOUNG lp1~j v ~. Dean Friedman -
- Stusent R;s $5.00 - TickeL on sale -Mar. 24 Gen. Adm $3.00 -

I��:;:::'::�s"�E:
� �

�

Help force Congrssian
Lent to consider Public
Health in a Rally for the
Clean - Air Bill. -
Join'ENACT in a meeting
with Lent on Saturday,
March 26 from 12am-2pm at
the Freeport Town Hall,
North Ocean St.
FOR MORE INFORMATION

CONTACT: ENACT
Rm. 248 S.B. Union 246-7088

............................................ �� s �N. P. V.: .% eI ..;,..
WI -1

Friday & Saturday
March 25 & 26

A HITCHCOCK
WEEKEND

7:00 FRENZY
9:30 FAMILY PLOT
12:00 PSYCHO ;

Tickets Required
LECTURE HALL 100

. . .:

EI- l -

1,000 GLONS OF SOU,AND MOL".. . ., ,
LOOUy mcneison

-%1 n..M .\pI'ti/:r. Sl:l.dl ;and! S.up iKLr al ev*ry
t ',,k S'. I . k', t lil II tritr lan, ntIf slinmpt tIbtl
.. ;r l.1r1's lik( t lh.-s a.I 4l ohs ;hl at I»'t 1'i r charge-'

itl It .l\t A :1 '3 lI rn is.

I'Fvril-s lik, I I). Mi;ifI IJIIbster. S(i'i;Il Sirlinl
S· ;ilki. Sutl-t-'Iih'll' t»Mrsh IhIt ;m(! King t'r_;Ill 1'gs.

.\s il I ait u.nn'il ¢i.on4lug. (l'<t<k."s St-'ak i'tlls ill
li.al ;ll 'u- (l hbtll»h' ockt;lil l. -'rv drink's a (lidullh

for itlsl t si.I;', llj'ni'itimn l"ra'nds xt-lilitdl.l
All I I's. pluls h.ioititL. ie sump. Iria;itls aitl s.alad

dr'ssintgs Ilulkt (Tok% s EuniiEk'.

Y(' 1E GO;)T TO FAT IT TO BF1 lEVE IT:'

SHRIMP EGG SALAD MACARONI SALAD
HOMEMADE SOUP JUUIENNE BEETS 4 SALAD DRESSINGS
CHOPPED LIVER COTTAGE CHEESE CHIVES GREEN PEAS
TUNA SALAD CHICK PEAS ITALIAN BREAD
PICKLED SAUERKRAUT GREEN PEPPERS AND ONIONS BANANA BREAD
3 BEAN SALAD GREEK SALAD HERB BUTTER
BROCCOLI SALAD ZUCCINI AND RICE SALAD WHIPPED BUTTER

· .1 BROCCO LI

|1€
a .

* r ~..-r vr n U, umuIONS BREADED AND
DEEPFRIED TO A GOLDEN BROWN. YOUL LOVE

'EM WITH ANY SANDWICH. |

COUPON NOT VAUOD COMION A O C U
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
OFFER GOOD THRU MARCH 31. 177

'-- mm mm mm mmmmm -mm -
_ .1 :-. l X-.= ;_ -. _=_=- .- : _ , =_. .,_ .- =E..~_=-.
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READ FASTER
ncres speed 2-10 times

with equal or bettr compre-

k Wisk through "Must

I Gather information as uiclv

Bill Daird Center
INFORMATION, HELP: & COUNSEUNG FOR

- A l^VmTfl ^-
"- £AJ; V..L J..,V^

- BIRTH CONTROL
* FREE PREGNANCY TESTING * .

REGARDLESS OF AGE OR MARITAL STATUS
SRICTL Y ONF'DENTIAL
' OEN 9 AM-9 PM

7DAYSA WEEK . "'

VENMTEAD N.Y.

s616 53262
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Not Like Anywhere Else
In most parts of the world, if something

works well for over 10 years, it is not
discarded. If anything, it is subtly changed
for the better, maybe expanded and given

'1nore power. But it is never destroyed.
However, Stony Brook is not the rest of

theworld. It is an isolated corner of the
universe where rules of the real world don't
seem to apply. Oneof the oldest programs
at Stony Brook, the Residential College
Program, has functioned well since the first
students moved into Roth and Tabler. It is
about to die. It has been ailing for the past
few years because of the many attempts by
its creators to kill it, but even in its
damaged state, it has been able to provide
better services to the students than the new
program proposed by Residence Life
Director Roger Phelps will.

Back in the late 60s and early 70s, the
program in the dorms took on a shape

similar to the one it still retains today. continued doing their jobs, often not for
There were more employes at the time in the small salariesbut for the students they
each building, andy there w so much served,
mrnqpr aiable that some collegesare now -. --- '
left with such strange moments of the We cal upon the tdent body to begin
.good old days as silver tea sets. ,jcalling and .writing administrators to

The plaques and sculptured name signs protest the change. They should offer to
on many of the colleges were bought with volunteer for any kind of committees
this money. But the State began to cut evaluating the new proposal and provide
back its funding. First the College Masters the "student input" .which the
went, and historically it seems that their administrators claim they desire.
absence made for the best part of the
program. The Program Coordinator, a part We also call on the administrators to
time employee was placed in full charge of operate above board, and not pass the new
the college office. plan during the Summer, the time when

Next, th money went and the PCs hadmost controversial proposals seem to
their hours reduced. At this time threats mysteriously be passed.
were made against RCP and the name itself RCP has worked for more than 10 years.
was quietly eliminated by combining it Now is not time to give it up.

._~ILL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ -t ---L- · I..t- . . . . a l . . L......
wrin unmversy rousing to proauce rhe
Residence Life office. But the PCs

Keep SB in its Place
Contrary to rumor, there is a baseball

team at Stony Brook. However, you
wouldn't have known it if you tried to find
it last year. That's because it didn't have a
home field on campus. All of its so-called
home games were played at either the
Setauket School or at Suffolk Community
College. Because of this there were never
'nore than 10 students at any home game.

The field on which the prior Stony
Brook teams played 'was not in any
condition to be played on last year, and
although it was used two years ago, a
double header against Queens College had
to be forfeited because Queens refused to
play on the field. The field had previously
been seeded and sod had been put down,
but once the initial work was done on the
fial. if .... c I. A ...:; . .. .. ...

This year the field has been aerated and
fertilized, and yesterday day would have
been put on the infield had-it not been for
the heavy rains. As of now it looks as
though the Patriots will be playing their
home gamus on campus this year. This is a
step in the right direction. However, the
field will still need more improvement for
it to be at the caliber ;t should be to make
it safer and easier to play on.

We urge the University to make sure that
this time the work on the field does not go
for naught. Upkeep on the field is a

-necessity unless the University wants to
continue to put money into the field just
to have the field deteriorate and go through
the same process of refurbishing every few
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Supporting the Decision to Ban Saccharin
By CHARLES F. WURSTEReay a ppnt

If society is to make progress in preventing of animal (30 t
cancer, then the Food and Drug Adminitio routinely emplo
should be commended, not condemned, for Sttements th
banning saccharin. Yet FDA has been attacked by MO diet soft
alleations that the ban on saccharin is bble g

..unsdentific, unair, emotional, absurd and a reeived by the
tiona overreaction. It is none of them. ae totally i

- Criticism approaching hysteria has been directed, de Fu
not at the hazard of cancer, but at tho a who aytbhig a cm
would protect us from it, and even at the law they dm is
upheld. chbemicals may I

The assertion that saccharin has been safely um . Rdtiw
uwed for decades without harm to human is even whn fed at
misleading Although we know that most cancrs We also ber
are caused by environmental hators, we n are sa e for m
identify only a small number of human cancer in anim
crcinoens (cancercausing substances). The exact fr this argum
cause of the oerwbelming majority of cance Identified for
remains unknown. Tumors do not come with Frthemore, n
labels naming the chemical that initated mor, or les a
camcinopnesis (caneru development) decades ao. thetefore invmi
More than 350,000 die annually of cancer in this the ris to nm
country. Saccharin could be causing thousands of
cancers, yet we would have no way of knowing it. Olihan

Chemicals cannot be tested for cancerausmig
munntntnli in hijim-n .ef,! "%,.h +..4t e uU1WA

ba pctical, aaaalme numb
ao 50). High dompSs e trefore
red in car o s test.

t humas would need to drink
Minks, or chew 6,700 wads of
ly to equal the achu dom e
rats ae interesting an otes, but
eMeant and witout scnktfic
hmmne, the aqummt dot

m mmee If - in hge enouLk
.1g dsorme ot ually mbe

m toxic, but they wil not cae
sdy few cdbicas am mar,
tthe MgOest poibe dome.
that Ms ammmt o a cm.ial
n, even thms a I sp es cae
s. There is not a Ised of evide
eat No sfe thresold ha ben
ay r aner4ausi chdem ald.
m a m he be undeds of tmf

msitive th rlat or mica. It is
d to argue from anima data tht
a is ssal; it may be just the

opposie. Tbe price of this invalid extrapolation
coud be thousands of lives.

iCacer-cauation by a chemical at any dosag in
lkboratry animals is a warnin of hazard to man.
The abence of cancer in another strain or speces
do not prove the chemical safe; positive evidence
i not nullified by negative evidence. A test of
sacharin yielding no cancer in monkeys does not
eiminate the danger to man indicated by cancer in
ro.

We Mnore cancer-causation n animals at our
peril. ihe Dlaney Ammdment to the Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act recognizs this act, and is an

amntlal law for our potection. It corctly allows
no hum discetion bled on dosage in

tai sring the Act, since thee is no valid
cientific bas for such discretion. We should

suppgrt FDA when it vigoroudy upholds this law.
R would be a tragedy if n uninformed public
oucr against the saccharin ban were to sweep
away the Deaney cause.
(The writer s Associate Professor of

nvionmenil Sciences at SUSB.)

require many thousands of people and take up to
40 years, followed by sacrifice, dissection and a
search for tumors. With other carcinogens in the
environment and cancer already present in our test
group, this absurd, morally offensive and
uncontrolled experiment would yield results
difficult or impossible to interpret. Laboratory
animals - usually mice or rats - are normaly
substituted for people. They yield meaninful
results proven highly relevant to the human
experience.

In the human population, very lae numbe or
people are exposed to low doses of chemicals, but
the impact of seemingly low doses of a cardeinen
may not be low at all. Exposure of 200 million
Americans to doses that cause one cancer in every
10,000 people, for example, would result in
20,000 cancers - clearly a public health diaster.
To detect the effect of low doses of a chemical
that causes one tumor in every 10,000 ats
exposed to it would require using hundreds of
thousands of rats. Such vast experiments would be
unwieldy and prohibitively expensive. But a dowe
5,000 times higher is likely to cause cancer in
about 5,000 of every 10,000 rats, or 50% of the
aninmls, permitting the cancer-causing effect to be

-Monetary Grants From Iran's Dictatorship
(Name witheld on request)

Peace and democracy are cherished by the
-majority of American people - this was cearly
shown by their opposition to the US involvement
in Vietnam.

In Iran, no day passes without tens of peopl
being added to the number of political prisoners
(already approaching 100,000), and a series of
executions, terror and torture by the Shah's secret
thugs. Violations of civil liberties, not to speak of
political freedom, have been, in the last 23 year,
an everyday practice of the Shah's regime.

On repression in Iran, there have been hundreds
of eye-witness reports by civil liberties
organizations, Amnesty International, independent
individuals, newspaper and magaine reportrs,
lawyers, officials of certain governments (who ae
still conerned about democratic ideals), and the
World Confederation of Iranian Students. The
degree of violation of civil liberties has been so
great that even the US State Department, on
January 2, 1977, had to include the Shah's sem

- in ti list of the most repressive venment
the world. And lit October, Le Monde wrote tut
"only Chile c rival Iran for the sop and
-brutality of its repression."

According to a report by Amnesty
'nternatinal, which was published in the New
York Tlmes on November 28, 1976, the number
-of people who have been jailed by the Shah's
regime for having ideas different from the officil
policis has reached almost 100000. On the bul.
of the same report the Shah's army of secret police
requently has used such tortize techniques as

floggng, lectric shock, tearin out fingernails and
toenai, forcing prisoners o sit on electric coos,

pe and other sxual tortures, duin the peiod

of interrogation. - -
Since early 1972, the US overnment has

supplied the Shah's regim with more than $15
billion worth of arms in military equipment,
ranging from the most sophisticated aircraft to
tanks. The number and the sophistication of these
weapons isuch that the present army of the Shah,
made up of larely iiterate soldiers, cannot
operate them. Concerning this, Senator agleton,
in an interview, said that he had serious doubts
whether the Iraian armed forces would ever be
able to operate the new weaponry without US
military experts.

At preent, there m we over 24,000 US
military advisos in ran.

The Shah's regime, which ha not been able to
pgin y kind of legitimacy among the
democaticninded people of tb Western
couMtrie on whome gvernments the Shah
depeds, has Bad an attempt, pticalry within
the ta few yaa, to buy ito Aisia eOae
:and nIveiles by an y off.iksig them i ar
-ais of m ey in the trm of nts Tbo aas w
-avora publicity and to in, gMiiy is oaly
OC ofn te objetimeof such eoop rarton."

At t ean time, ti Sh-a's scuet po&e, in
dose connection with the ranian _faey ad
Comnslats in the US, hba be pying On the vliw
and activites of the anian students and other
p-agriesive body ahmmL Them ezahan
prograu between the educational ititutio of
the US and repmrentativ of te Shah's
gvernment have also ben centers of aiity for
the Savk (Organzaton of Intipuc and
National Securty). Tbe ft of univsities
ccepting the Sha's orr of "eoopao" ha

been made avalable by tb Ameria Counci on

Education, and it includes Brown, the University
of California, Harvard, Michigan State, the
University of Pennsylvania, Georgetown, and the
Yale School of Medicine.

Robert J. Kibbee, chancellor of the City
Uniersity of New York, and other officials of the
City University system, like the alley cats who
couldn't resist the temptation of the rotten fish in
the garbage can, could not keep from getting
drawn to the Shah's scheme and last April signed a
"Program of Cooperation" between the National
University of Iran and CUNY. The downpayment
made by the Shah for such a collaboration has
been at least $100,000 this year, but the CUNY
administrtion is likely to receive more
blood-money for itsservces." Shah's government
does not give grants t the American colleges and
umi eties because of its intert in education and
amentifi progres Over 70 percent of the
popuation of ban hs been kept iliterate by this
reS whib the military budgt hu incread at
tbs twetyfod in the lat dseade.

·Mousy on'lm eom to umvesites 4n ..
-taditmndy gene t o-edow cha i .in this ema, it
st- ta rembered thet te chairs adte ed to
t buntgt swe_ tabb of ian's dicttorp.

tatesman biites opinions from ad of its
reades Letters should be no moe than 300
word, iewpoints 300-800 words AMU ubmsskon

st beyd, tyd triplepaced and sined by its
uthors) to be considered for publication.

A corespondence should be mailed to Lettes
to the Editor, Statesman Association, P.O. Box
AE, Stony Brook, New York 11790, or left with
the rceptionist in the Statesman Editorial Offie,
Stony Brook Union Room 069.
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- . . ...close to $3,000.
WS J freeze has been

(We are also mailing accounts pending
back those which with this problem. Ac
stamped envelopes.) following clubs a
We are also sending reappear befo
back those which with Thurday for re

stamped enuelopes 9 their requests:

I.:..u. e-ou,

US. - OICSA fLNWS

Info: call Rachel 6-5860 AGAIN, MY APOOG
o Tn |yo'INVOLVED. ISHAI BLO-*"^ ^ S

FUNNY FILM
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~ ICOSTELLO IWINE ;

TABLER

A temporary
placed on all

g resolution of
Iditionally, the
re requested to
re PSC ;this
revaluation of

-FI CUm ' : * - ;'

,AN1OCUM r
IIQI Q Il

Mm STUlORM

us SOCETY

IES TO EVERYONE
CKI PSC CHAIRMAN

POTLUCK DINNER
MARCH 27th at 7PM in SBU 045b
(opp. craft shop). Sign up early
and bring your favorite hot or cold
-dish or dessert to share with old
.friends and newtl

*** *** DEADLINE 4r 44'44
- ' f0Nt CONTUSUTIONS .-

ONLY INTELLECTUf MAGAZINE

* ** ***** * IS OVER' l 0 * *
HOWEVER. YU CAN snU SUBMr ARTICLES,

GRAPICS, AND/OR POETRY IF YOU ARE DLY

SECRETIVE ABOUT DOING SO. .

I PROMISE NOT TO NOTCE
CA LL I AT 6414 TH D N
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Ex Post Facto
Public indignation ran high

some years ago when children
began losing their lives in aban-
doned refrigerators. Couldn't the
owners of those refrigerators be
punished for having left them in
such hazardous condition?

IL couIm L *
@@u~oww 4

.this Po m m s *
mba" ovdswhugl i

N A i

it

)N A 0
ITCHER r
FBEER *

a
A * * * * * * * * * *w oo** - : e . * * 4 a u p m . a"4 aaAa aaso np i n

I mmmmmm
I'

3 Aamw cnuepin bcwr-cr. A
3 I doit atraw, i or oeafkh Yea

a Cft nq1, at -om CaL

The answer was no, because un-
til that time there had been no
law on the subject. And new laws
cannot be applied to actions that
have occurred in the past.

This rule against "ex post facto"
laws is laid down in Article I of
the Constitution. Based on ele-
mentary fairness, it applies not
only to the creation of new crimes
but also to the increasing of
punishment for an existing crime.
Thus:

Harris pulled off a fraudulent
land deal. At the time, the pre-
scribed punishment for his of-
fense was two years in prison. But
by the tinm he was caught and
brought to trial. the legislature
hatd npped the penalty to four
years.

The judge tried to impose a
four-year sentence, but a higher
court nlled that he could not law-
fully do so. The court felt Harris
was entitled to know, at the time
he committed the fraud, how seri-
ously it wa-"lookcd- tqon by so-
cicty.

However, the nrlc applies only
in the field of criminal law. Civil
disabilities may indeed work re-
troactively. For example:

A new law declared that no one
who had ever been convicted of a
felony could get a license to prac-
tice medicine. A former burglar.
hoping to become a dkctor, chal-
lenged the law as ex post faclo.

But the court rejected his chal-
lenge, saying the new law was not
a punishment but nKrely a means
of maintaining high ethical stan-
dards in the medical profession.

"If a state ma;y require good
character (for) the practice of
medicine." said the court, "it
may rightfully determine what
shall he the evidence of that char-
acter."

A publie servie feature of the
New York Stalt Ilur Asworiliion
and the American Bar AmHoria-
tion.
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CPARE- 1
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4 and 8 cylinders,
domestic and most
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Our mobli units are as clos as the I
end of yourfiner- Why wait? Coll now! I

9288444 :tI"IRJI~~~ /I h /IA
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I FOOT LONG HOTDOG
! FREE BAG--

EXPIRES 3/28/77 TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY
WI THIS COUPON I
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| ONLY ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS I
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CIRCLE CATEGORY:

Personal For Sale Housing Help-Wanted . Seices

-- CLASSIFIED ADS-
NEW STUDENT RATE

PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
$1.00 for 15 words or less for first time ad is run :
$.75 for each additional time the same ad is consecutively run
Extra words over 15: $.05 per word.

WRITE ONLY ONE WORD IN EACH BOX AND
BRING IT TO STATESMAN- UNION
BASEMENT - RM. 075

DEADLINE: 12:06 NOON
2DA YS IN ADVANCE OF ISSUE.

I

I

i
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...7 ', - 8 _ 9 _ _ 102

. sl3 _ 1 - _ . 15 .1 16 17j -- 1

19 201 21 221 2 3 22 24

31 32 33 34 3 36

434 45 46 47 48

PERSONAL
* I MALLES -- For those of you who
enioy films, messing around, and
spreading some toy to a nice guy on
his birthday, this is vour last chance.
Contact Jeff

RID. WANTLD to Ft. Lauderdale.
April 1st. Share divinq, and expenses.
Please call Liz. 928-1752.

DEAR SPEClt Happy 19th birthday
to the world's calmest roomie. You
and Ruffie are a pile of laughs. i-noy
the motel and don't lorget the small
pink box. Love, Nancy.

IT'S SPRING and on April 15 we
want you to bring back the spirit of
Johnny Polseed back to Stoney
Brook. On that day plant for a
greener and hither tonlorrow. Leave

-.no earth unseeded especially in front
of the Admin. Build or the academic
Hall.

FILM Ff-SriVAL, the Three Stoges,
etc. Beer wine. Hand College. March
24 8:00 PM. bO cents donation.

STACY - o my favorite arts editor.
from the only one who sympathize%.
Happy birthday, sweetheart.
Remember, the days. Your favorite
music editor.

DEAR BEBOP best wishes on third
decade and happy first day. If you
persevere you will succeed. Chief.

TO STACY Happy Birthday to ;
terrific statesperson and friend. Stay
sweet and mellow. Love Sharot,
Vick i, Fllyn. I lne and David

FOR HOWIE Sue & Beth "Take
those ,uns out and bury them alive
in sltit." PBB.

LISA, Keep wearing black. It looks
really great on you. Love Glenn.

,ELLEN -.You don't have to be 1
star for ne to be so incredibly,
unbelievably in love with you that
you wouldn't believe it. I wi h youi
all the best. Knock 'em dead kid!

DEAR GERI Have a Happy Birthday.
We love you. Flea, Piglette, Ginzn.
Bitch and Robin.

DEAR ANDREW It's a very late one
but happy 6th. When does my
membership expire? Love always.
Your CLTB.

DEAR ROOMMATES It's a "crinie
that they don't have more wonderful
roomates like you two. Thanks for
helping make our relationship what it
tsl Love SEP and ABR.

LESLIE (SPEC) Hope your 19th
birthday Is the best ever. You're
coming to the suite, right? I miss
saying "Come on Spec," and
watching you hop up the stairs.
Don't trip SpecI Love ya, Sharon.

FOR SALE
MUST SELL 10 cu. ft. refrigerator,
excellent condition. Call 6-8902. Best
offer.

PINTO 1972 Runabout automatic,
2.000 cc. engine, 64,000 miles, good
running condition with tape deck.
Must see. Price $750. Call 246-6500
ask for Bonnie 9-5, after 6 call
543-0817.

FOR SALE GIBSON LES Paul
Deluxe cherry sunburst (1972), 2
small humbucking, excellent
condition with case. Ron 246-3851.

FARFISA ELECTRIC PIANO
pIerfect condition, all special effects,
portable including I 10 watt amplifier
$795. Originally $1400. Call evenings
246-4929.

MUST SELL Farmlngvile, Laurel
Ridge, Sachem schools, 3 ye old
immaculate ranch, 4 acre, fully
treed, beautifully landscaped, many
extras Inside and out, relocating
because of business. Priced at
thousands below. Low 50's. Owner
(516) 698-3412.

VOLKS 1968 FASTBACK, blue,
stick runs good $500. Call Dave
246-018.

1973 CHEVY IMPALA, P/S P/B,
AM/FM, 8 track in dash, A/C. 34,000
miles, excellent condition, with
snows, rnew shocks, new brakes.
Asking $2400. Call Steve, after 5
(516) 735-7593.

1971 BUICK SKYLARK low
mileage, PS/AC, auto very good
condition $1200. 261-8141 eves.

"HAGSTROM" ELECTRIC
GUITAR, case. "Standel Artist"
amp, four 12-inch speakers, reverb,
stand. John (days) 928-2407.

VW BAN 1970 Excellent rebuilt
engine, 63,000 miles, snows FM
Stereo $110. Call Garry 751-4985
eves.

THE GOOD TIMES
Buys and Sells

'Quality/Scholarly Used Books
Hard Cover and Paperback

Most Subjects
Paperbacks sell at '/2 Price

Two Floors of Good Browsing
150 E. Main St. Port Jefferson
11-6 Mon-Sat 928-2664

REFRIGERATOR KING used
refrigerators and freezers bought and
sold. Campus delivery available. Call
928-9391 and speak to the KINGI
We also do repairs.

STEREO Every brand wholesale
Specials, OHM SPEAKERS,
ONKYO, PHASELINEAR SANSUI,
TEACH MARANTZ, TECHNICS,

"BIC. 698-1061.

FOR SALE 63 Oldsmobile. Good
running condition. Asking $125. Ask
for Ray. 6-3423.

HOUSING
STONY BROOK AREA walk to
SUNY. 4 bdr. colonial &
mother/daughter. Private entrance
and oath. Rental pays taxes, h
wooded acre. Assume Mtge. $69 000.
Owner transferred. 516-751-7874.

HOUSEMATES WANTED. Beautiful
cottage in St. James. Rent $100. plus
utilities. Available April 1. CaU Edle
862-6943.

FOR SALE beautiful 2 bdrm.
Condominium Hauppauge S/S, W/W,
7 appliances, terrace, pool,
.clubhouse, tennis, many extras.
$31,000 low cash over. 981-9315.

WANTED FURNISHED HOUSE
9/1/77 to 9/1/78 experienced In
renting homes of faculty members on
Sabbatical. M. Bernero 751-1203,
246-5040.

DO YOU KNOW OF A HOUSE FOR
RENT? Grads seeking 3 bedroom
house to occupy at end of May for
ipproximately one year. Please call
246-7389.

HELP-WANTED
JOB HUNTING SECRET NO. 1.
"Hiring decisions are not based on
qualifications. They never have been,
and they never will be. The maor
factor in hiring is body chemistry -
the imagethcanddate proiefts, the
vibrations the candidate emits -
charisma, not qualifications." From
the book JOB HUNTING SECRETS
& TACTICS by Kirby Stanat, who
has hired over 8,000 people. Get the
competitive edge you need in this
economy before your graduate.
Available from Follett Stony Brook
Bookstore for $4.95.

REP'S WANTED, earn extra money
posting circulars In your school.
Write C 8 D dktribufor, PO Box 437,
.Brooklyn, New Yorl 11230.

SERVICES
CONTRACT PROGRAMMING data
management and analysis for the
social and medical sciences. Call
928-6143 or write Computer
Interface Box 971, Setuket, New
York 1733.

'ARE YOU CONFUSED about
school/career? Disatisfied with your
preseIt iob? Seeking more definite
direction in life? Alternative career
development experience is offering
FREE Introductory career sessions to
help you discover your total human
career/job potential! COntact Mr.
Sambol, 231-8695.

STEREO ON THE BLINK? For
quality repairs at reasonable rates,
call Audio Lab I, 981-0211. Repars
guaranteed.

EUROPE 77 - NO FRILLS -
Student teacher charter flights.
Global Travel, 521 Fifth Avenue,
New York New York. 10017. (212)
379-3532.

WRITING AND RESEARCH
assistance. Typing, editing, pers,
theses dissertations. Call 698-3553.
John Ryerson.

COUNTY MOVING & STORAGE -
Local Ind long distance. Crating
packing. Free estimates. Call
928-9391.

YOU ARE INVITED - FREE
Introductory lecture on Astrology
and Psychology. A modern syntheses.
Contact Mr. Sambol for infor.
2318695.

TYPEWRITER SALES, repairs
cleaning, TYPE-CRAFT 84
Nesconset Highway, Port Jeff Sta.
Corner Olde Towne Road. 473-4337.

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRIC typing,
term papers, masters theses, resumes,
manuscripts, correspondence.
Reasonable rates. Quality work.
Phone Agner. 585-0034.

LOST & FOUND .
LOST - Chem 104 spiral notebook.
Please return to Hal rm A118 Gray
College as soon as possible. 6-3371.
Lost on Wed. Thanks.

FOUND - one calculator between
Grad Blo and Megastructure. Call
Ken 6-4498.

FOUND - young male labrador
retriever red collar "Shadow." If
you're his owner please call 246-5786
on campus.

LOST - a record called futures
passed Important. Will pay $5. for
return. Dan Hand 325A 6-4257.

LOST - Pierre Cardin key case with
Six keys inside. If found please call
Gary at 6-3521.

LOST - a brown canvas bag with
keys wallet and glasses. If found
pleas call Ronnl at 6-6677.

LOST - female puppy, 4 mos. old
black with tan markings on chest and
eyebrows. Part German Shepherd
named Tara. Reward $20. If found
6-4991 or 6-4969. Lost on 3/14.

LOST - reward, an original copy of
Ph.D. thesis has been lost in campus
mail. Author Is Walter Spess.
Substantial reward no questions
asked. Call 44-2066.

LOST - pair white shorts with cuffs
in Girl's locker room Monday 3/14.
Call Christy 261-8141.

LOST - In men's locker number 40,
a silver necklace with small gold baby
ring on It. The ring is very special.
Please give to security or Gym
attendants. No questions asked.
Small ieward Is offered for return.
Call 486-6483 and ask for Ray.
Thank you.

FOUND - one gold earring. Show
me the matching one and its yours.
Call Harvey 246-4368.

FOUND - Mens digital watch in
Gym Friday 3/11. Sorry no phone so
come to Kelly E 312 to Identify.

'LOST - one park of silver rimmed
glasses In brown case. Call 6-5809.

FOUND - gold necklace with chain
found in Gym on Fri Mar 18. To
klentify write to FARSHAD, PO Box
250 Stony Brook, New York 11790.
I will get in touch with you.

LOST - a pair of glasses wl, 'S
purplish tinted frames. If found call
Rhonda 6-7534.

LOST - one pair glasses In brown
case In Eng Lec 145 on Mon Mar 21
In Pol 252. If found please call Don
at 6-4316.

LOST - 53 multi colored magic
markers. If found, please call 6-7325.

LOST - light brown wallet
containing all my identification.
Please contact Ron Schmeltzer at
751-3712. Reward.

FOUND - pair of silver wire framed
glasses outside Stage XII D. Call
6-3710.

NOTICES
Application for WUSB student
management positions will be
available starting Thurs 3/24. Pick
them up at Union Rm 071.

Jncomplete and NR grades, fall term
1976. Students and faculty are
reminded that the deadline for
removing Incomplete and NR grades
received for Fall 1976 term is April
11th - the day classes resume after
spring recess. Final grades must be
received in Office of Records by that
date. "I" and "NR" grades which
have not been changed by that time
will be converted to "F" or "NC" as
appropr ate.

Old, new and current members
welcome Gay Student Union coffee
social Thurs Mar 24th 8s30 PM SBU
0458 4Opp craft shop). Stop by or
call 246-7943.

Students Interested in scheduling
movies, speakers, other events or
meeting people are invited to attend
Sociology Forum organizatlonal
meeting Wed Mar 23 at 7:30 PM In
SSB 359.

English Proficiency exam will be¶ivn Mar 26 1977 9-12 AM LEc Hall
101, 102 103. Bring a pen.

To everyone In Pol 212 (Pol Films)
last semester: If you would like your
name included on a complaint to the
Academic Judiciary Committee
about Jay Williams, call Nancy
6-4576. Plear respond as soon as
possible.

Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship
invites you to attend their meetings
Thurs at 7:30 PM in Union Rm 214
for worship, prayer, and bible
discussions. All welcome.

Are you another TS, Eliot, Sylvia
Plath, David Ignatow, Alan Ginsberg,
Ezra Pound or catch my drift? Do
not keep your works locked in a box,
have them forever Inked into a page
for thousands to share, you're own
little niche In Proscenium. Call Stacy
at 6-3960.

Coca needs projectionlsts for this
semester and next year. If you want
to get paid for showing movies once
or twice a month contact Jay
Waxenberg at 6-7215. Experienced
people especially needed.

., .
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Kingman: Broken Nose

St. Petersburg, Fa.--Home run slugger Dave Kngman of the New
York Mets suffered a broken J ose yesterday when he was struck
with his own batted ball durinL batting practice.

The team doctor says KingmLaa will not miss any exhibition games
because of the injury. Kingman hit 37 home runs last season
although he missed 40 games with a broken thumb. He is unsigned
and reportedly seeking a two-million term contact.

Knicks Beat Bucks
New York-Bob McAdoo scored 29 points and Earl Monroe added

27 as the New Knicks scored an easy 125-115 victory over the
Milaukee Bucks last night. The Knicks virtually put the game away
in the first quarter when they surged to a 37-21 lead. The Bucks
couldn't get any closer than seven points the rest of the way.

Sabres Foil Flames
Atlanta, Ga.--Rick Martin and Gary Macadam each scored a

pair of goals last night and linemate Andre Savard got four assists as
the Buffalo Sabres skated to a 6-3 victory over the Atlanta Flames.
The Sabres also got goals from Don Luce and Gil Perreault while the
Flames had a goal in each period - from Bobby Simpson, Tom
Lysiak and Richard Mulhern.

Marshall to Retaliate

East Lansing, Michigan-Relief pitcher Mike Marshall of the
Atlanta Braves claimed a courtroom victory today and vowed legal
retaliation against Michigan State officials who sought to prosecute
him.

He made the statement after county officials dropped four
charges against him arising from a longstanding dispute with the
university. One of the misdemeanor charges, that Marshall interfered
with a scheduled university activity, went to trial last month and
ended in a hung jury after Marshall spent five days as a defense
attorney. Other charges included trespassing and malicious
destruction of property.

Marshall acknowledged that he challenged university rules, but
contended they were being abused by college officials.

Evert Top Seed
New York-Chris Evert-winner in five of seven preliminary

tournaments-is top seed for tomorrow, night's opening round of the
Virginia Slims Tennis Championship.

Evert notched her fifth Slims win last Sunday to move ahead of
Martina Navratilova's four victories. She will face Yugoslavian Mima
Jausovec in the opening round of the four-day tournament at.
Madison Square Garden.

Navratilova is second seeded and meets New Yorker Kristien
Shaw. Third seed Sue Barker of Britain goes against Betty Stove of
Holland and No. 4 Virginia Wade of Britain opens against Rosemary
Casals of San Francisco. Evert is the defending Wimbledon and US.
champion.

Hawks Top Braves

Buffalo-Len Robinson's 17-foot jump shot at the buzzer gave the
Atlanta Hawks an 86-84 triumph over the Buffalo Braves last night.
Robinson's clincher gave him a game-high 34 points. His best in
three years as a pro and it ended a four-game losing skid for the
Hawks. It also saddled the Braves with their fourth straight defeat.

Cavaliers Top Sonics
Richfield, Ohio-The Cleveland Cavaliers got 29 points from

Austin Carr last night and ran their winning streak to four games
with a 108-104 victory over the Seattle Supersonics. The Sonics
overcame an 11-point deficit with a 15-2 burst in the third period.
But the Cavaliers regained the lead when the Sonics went scoreless
for the next six minutes. The Sonics cut the lead to one again, but
Jim Brewer's jumper with 24 seconds left clinched the verdict.

Suns Sign Forrest
The Phoenix Suns have signed former small college basketball star

Bayard Forrest to a multi-year contract.
Forrest, a 6-10 center, graduated from Grand Canyon College at

Phoenix in 1976. The Suns obtained the rights to Forest recently
from the Seattle Supersonics.

E-O vs. A-3 m Hal Rematch
(Continued from p~ 12, 

'
-

'Weiner, who scored 24i points. It,
enabled O- to upset LGuada D2/D3, 48-38.
Bob Sur paced LaGuarda with 15 points.

Benedict -O will oppose Gray A-3 tonight in
the feud that date back to the footbll payoffs
played earlier this year, which E-0 won 7-0. Gray
A-3 advanced by deafeating Gershwin B, 31-16.
Joe Chester led Gray's baanced scoring attack
with nine points.

.Losing Route
James D-l, who won earlier dramatially, took

the losing route the same way. A basket by Larry
Seidel of Ammann A-2 with just two seconds
remaining in overtime gave A-2 a 58-57 victory.

James D-1 had upset Benedict B- in overtime last
Sunday. Moe Brown led Ammann with 31 points,
four in overtime, while Seidd scored 18.

Ammann will now play Dreiser A who aain, led
by Mark Fiedman, scored 25 Sunday and 12
Monday in a come from behind win over
LaGuarda DO/D1, 37-34.

In a highly physical and disputed game, which
turned into a near scuffle, Irving C-0 outmuscied
Langmuir A-3, 47-37. Leo Leberrous scored 20
points for Irving. Steve Shapiro, high scorer in the
opening round with 26 points, scored 18 for A-3.

Keith Davidoffs 23 points led the way to James
D-3's 55-38 victory over Douglass B. Pang Ng led
Douglass with 19.

Lightning, Magic Favored
(Continued from page 12)

physical, well out-finesse them."
Also playing at 9 PM ae the Doctor and Vinnie

and Chelsea United. United won the right to face
the Doctors by squeaking past the Mums, 35-33.
Lucious Moore had 12 for the winners while Dave
Kanner scored 16 for the Mums. Chelsea (2-2) is
only one of the two teams in the finals that does
not have a 4-0 record.

Big K, the other team with a 2-2 record, faces
Black Magic, considered by some to have the best
shot at the championship at 11 PM. Big K had an

easy time eliminating Ron's from the playoffs to
the tune of 58-36. Dave Mogil tad 17 for the K
while Ron Kirzner scored 20 in the losing effort.

White Lightning, the other top contender, takes
on One-On-One after One-On-One got by Saran
Wrap, 56-37, paced by Mike Bradley's 28 point
perfrmance. The White Lightning- One-On-One
game begins at 10 and according to gym gossip this
is a ime to watch.

Ten teams have been eliminated from the
playoffs and in the next few days seven more
teams will join them.

A Combination of Luck and Skill
Could Result in the Perfect Bite
(Continued from page 12)

and sinker far beyond the
breakers into the currents of
blue water into the school of
fish beyond the breakers. The
equipment for surfcasting varies
from the standard rig in other
ways. The line is heavier and
while the reel can be either a
spinner or standard, Surfcasting
involves a certain degree of skill
and some practice in casting is
advised before going out to buy
a surf-casting rig. It is hard and
patience testing work casting a
line 40 yards and drawing it
back, waiting watching on cold
winter-swept or summer-hot
beaches. The best places for
surfcasting in the area east of
Port Jefferson harbor, from
Belle Terre on. Many people
bring a thermos of coffee and a
chair to help them endure the
often heartless condition of a
windswept beach in the winter.
But those are prosthesis devices
for the faint of heart. For the
more spartan there is nothing
like the thrill of the big hit after
standing on the beach with
nothing but your rig for many
hours.

Another approach towards a
salt water fishing reasons that if
you cannot cast out to the fish,
then you should get as close to
deep water as possible while still
on land. Fishing off a jetty or
rocky promitory allows the
fisherman to get cose to deep
water while still only casting a
minimal distance. Besides many
species of fish seek the shelter of
the rocks, and so improve the
chances of getting a nibble if not
a hoard of hungry bites.

Wading has the advantage of
allowing the fisherman to cool
down and escape the hoards of
hungry insects that often plague

the summer months.
Unfortunately, it is limited in
Long Island waters only to the
summer and early autumn
months as the water becomes
quite cold after than. When
wading a quick wrist cast can
drop a line right into the middle
of a narrow channel or estuary.

If a fisherman has a little bit
of money, there is always the
option of renting a boat. While
rowing is not the most pleasant
of experiences it provides a
chance to go wherever you
believe the fish are and change
your location with relative ease.
A small motor sometimes can be
rented with the boat.

Fishing from a boat is a
relaxing experience with the
rocking waves and the smell of
the water and waves. The chief
advantage of using a boat to fish
is that the fisherman can not
only decide what method of
fishing to use but cn also go to
where the fish are. Using a small
boat also gives the fisherman the
chance to change his fishing area
to suit changing conditions,
going from the mouth of a
harbor where the currents run
deep, to the sandy outback of a
bay, to the rocky out.iops
beyond the harbor mouth. In a
boat, one can troll (put a motor
on slow riding in a large
semi-circle while letting the
fishing line trail in the wake), set
anchor and cast, or ride the
current into harbor. Besides, the
chance to spend the entire day
on the water is an experience
most everyone should know.

What should the novice know
before he goes out to the water?
A vital thing to do is simply sit
back and watch, not just look
but watch and notice all that is
happening in the air, sea and

surf. It is helpful to learn how to
read a tide table, and adjust the
time that you go to the water to
just before or after the point of
maximum high or !-o tide. That
way he can fish as the currents
run swiftly either into or out of
a harbor, often containing
schools of fish running with the
current. An awareness of the
phases of the moon is useful as
some types of fish run well
during the full and new moon.
Winds and water conditions
should also be considered. If the
water is rough and choppy and
the winds high, fish will tend to
go deeper in the water and
regular game habits are
disrupted. Most of all, pay
attention to everything that is
happening around you. A little
thing, noticed beforehand can
lead to a better day on the
water.

Experimentation is also
important to anyone wishing to
learn a new fishing area. Move
around and try out different
combinations of lures, weights
and line. If renting a boat,
explore the coves, inlets and
estuaries of the local bays
and harbors. Take a look at a
good offshore map. It will tell
whether the terrain under the
water is rocky, sandy or muddy
and whether it is deep or
shallow. Try different places
out. If worse comes to worse /
there are always the old places
and things. _

Perhaps the thing that should
be kept foremost in mind is that
fishing is not only about
catching fish. It is to get out and
to get into something that is
basic and elemental and far
removed from the everyday
academic life. The significance
of fishing lies simply in doing it.
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Intramural Playoffs: Now There Are Just Eight
HaUl

By DAVID SIEGEL
Two down and three to go.

That's the thought of each of
the eight remaining teams in the
Hall Intramural Basketball.
They've all won two games and
one of the eight will win three
more and be the champions.
Here's a rundown of Monday's
round of 16.

Benedict D-2, undefeated and
seeded first in the tournament,
outdid its first round victory
which it won by 22 points, by
defeating Toscanini B, 52-14.
John Quir.. led the running
attack with lo points.

In a match that decided who
will play D-2 next, Langmuir C-1
outlasted Cershwin A, 38-32.
Allen Tate scored 21 points for
C-1.

Benedict E-0 also survived
another round. They advanced
behind another outstanding
performance from Arthur

Independent
By ER WASSER

The weeding-out proces is
underway. The eighteen team
league has been whittled down
tz eight. Gone are Tufo's, Saran
Wrap, Ron's, East and the
Blades. Also gone are the Mad
Dogs, NoNames, Mums,
Hustlers, and the 0-4 Douglass
Death. They're gone, but not
forgotten.

The quarter-finals begin
tonight in the Gym with four
good contests. At 9 PM the Pac,
who received a bye in the
opening round, face Blow By
Blow. Blow By Blow reached the
quarters by defeating the Mad
Dogs 56-29. Blow By Blow was
paced by Todd Stracher's 16
points towards the winning
effort. The Pac is probably the
most physical team in the
tourney, but it doesn't bother
Stracher,. "We [Blow By Blow]
don't have to be physical, well

(Continued on page 11)(Conl inured on page -1) UTp NU a J ww -(Conlinued on page II)

The Art of Fishing on Long Island's North Shore
By AJ. TRONER

The art of fishing is a constant
struggle between intelligent
observation and reasoning on
one hand against intuition and
sheer luck on the other. There
are times that all the reasoning
and thoughtful decision in the
world will not buy a bite. Other
times the alert fisherman can
discern what is actually occuring
in that mysterious mixture of
currents, wind and water and
actually outsmart the fish. It can
go either way and it is that very
uncertainty that makes fishing a.
challenging sport. I

The first thing that must be
decided before one goes fishing
is what exactly is going to be
fished for. Once the type of
gamefish is decided upon, then
the rest falls into place. The type
0
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season's on the frequency and
voracity of fish in the water. A
type of fish can often be caught
in more than just one season but
will be hungrier and available in
greater numbers during one
season instead of another.
Bluefish even though it can be
caught late into the autumn, is
best when it first comes in, lean
and mean, in the middle of the
summer. That is when they fight
the best, taste the sweetest and
bite the quickest.

The main game fish in the
waters around Stony Brook in
the spring are fluke, porgies and
blackfish, gradually moving
towards the stripers .fluke and
crabs of early summer. Later in
the summer, snappers and their
big brothers the bluefish comes

in, as well as a host of less
plentiful summer fish such as
blowfish. In the autumn
-stripers, crabs, mackerels and
eels are plentiful again, often far
into the winter.

When fishing for a specific
type of fish, one must not only
be fishing in the right season but
one should also fish in the right
area, adjusting it for a species
preference of habitat. Certain
fish like calm waters; others can
only be found in the breakers or
among rocks. Some fish re
often found in sandy-bottomed
reas and others can only be

caught among the jettys. Of the
fish most common in this area,
flounder, fluke, blowfish and

.-porgies are generally
sanay-bottom fish and can be

found in Port Jefferson Harbor,
Stony Brook Harbor, West
Meadow beach and the various
bays. Stripers ,and bluefish run
in schools in swift current
beyond the breakers or at the
mouth of a harbor. Blackfish
tend to be almost exclusively
rockey-bottom fish and can be
found at Old Field Point. Crabs,
eels and snappers can be found
in almost any habitat, though at
certain times crabs and eels are
most plentiful in marh like
areas, such as Mount Sinai
Hrbor, at the mouth of
Smithtown Bay or up West
Meadow Creek. Good rocky
teBam.exlsts near jetty's and the
Old Field Lighthouse. Sandy
terain is elf-evident at West
Meadow Beach and many other

beaches.
How you are going to fish is

also a matter of importance.
Basically for the on-shore
fishermen there are four ways to
go fishing: surf-casting, wading
casting off the getties or renting
a small rowboat and either
trolling or fishing still.
Surprisingly, this still allows for
a wide variety of adventure and
scenery more than enough of a
range of experience for the
beginner to tackle.

Surf-casting is among the
most enjoyable yet demanding
types of work ever devised by
man for sport. The rod used to
cast is extra-long, often of
fiberglass or bamboo and allows
the fisherman to cast hook line

(Continued on page 11)
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Some Music From Around the Globe
By JONATHAN BILLING

This Friday's concert featured
talent from all over the world -
Kenny Rankin headlining with his

J ,"New York Traditional" music,
Franklin Ajaye from Los Angeles,
and Tony Bird from Malawi, Africa.
Tony Bird's hometown is a bit less
heard of than those of his fellow
performers. His music is equally
.unique. His compositions are a
complex blend of the Afrikaaner
folk songs on which he was weaned,
and the folk and blues music he was
introduced to during a stay in
Britain.

Hery Accent
.Unfortunately, .Bird's

presentation Friday night was not
as fascinating as his history, and his
unusual approach was maligned by
the unintelligibility of his lyrics.
.Bird's accent was so heavy that any
redeeming value that the lyrics
could have had was lost. Much of
Bird's material came from his debut
album on Columbia. Beginning with
"Song of the l)ng Grass," Bird's
set offered few musical diversions.
His music remained stable in
rhythm throughout, and his voice,
which was aplarently limited in
range, was rarely dynamic. The
most interesting song, one entitled
"Athlone Incident," a story about
Bird's travels into a black
community in segregated South
Africa where he asks:

"How can you tell a man
you 're neutroa

w/ten he's always been misused
when he's never known

nothing from others *.

but hatred and ab tse"
lost a great deal of impact due to
Bird's weak vocal. He ended with a
50s-ish tune which began with a
guitar riff reminiscent of Johnny B.

Goode. It was clear, though, that
Bird was unable to capitalize on the
energy that the lead guitarist
injected. Sorry to say, Tony Bird
did not live up to his intriguing
heritage.

Franklin Ajaye, however, was
hot. Strolling onto stage, OJ in
hand,he proudly announced that
the orange juice was in honor of
Anita Bryant who had "just died of
scurvy." The black comedian was
fast to make his identification with
the Stony Brook college crowd by
mentioning that he received his
degree in Black Studies from

-U.C.L.A. enabling him to be "black
ad over the world." Ajaye then
segued into his spoof on television
superstars like Kojak and the Bionic
Man.

Ajaye went on to congratulate
Jamns Brown for the tremendous
feat of making 50 songs out of six
words and then proceeded to call
Barry White "the walrus of love,"
recommending that he'd sell more
records if he took his picture off
the cover.

Cartoon Characters
-With sizzling delivery, he

reminisced about the cartoon
characters he loved as a child.
Presenting an adult perspective, he
gave us an understandiing of the
character, Bluto, whose attitude we
shouldn't blame him for. After all,
'-He had a stupid name and his head
was too small." Ajaye ended his
hilarious routine with a tale of his
escapades in Disneyland where he
and a friend forced Mickey Mouse
to get high. The result was for the
stoned Mickey to lay it all out on
the line, giving advice to his
ridiculous friends - including
telling Donald Duck to "take
speech lessons" because Mickey was

tired of listening to him for 35
years and not understanding a
single word he's said. On that note,
the LA comedian exited to the tune
of thunderous applause and a
smattering of ovations.

Professionaism
Then came Kenny Rankin who

was backed only by the expert
playing of stand-up bassman Peter
Marshall. Rankin was on from the
moment he stepped in front of the
mike. His entire presentation was
marked by an air of professionalism
and confidence. Admittedly
though, much of his between-song
raps bordered on nonsensical
subjects. His talk topics such as
parochial school authoritarianism
showed George Carlin's influence
with whom Rankin had toured
extensively. Comparatively, his
delivery is poor and a little brevity
might have helped the audience's
response but Rankin is a musician
not a comedian. Nevertheless,
whenever Rankin broke into song,
the effect was always remarkably
positive. Opening the show with
John Sebastian's "She's A Lady,"
Rankin demonstrated a strength in
vocal technique that was to
continue for the entire
performance. The Sparesness of
,instruments was clear proof that
R a n kin's voice needed little
back-up to make any composition
shine. Throughout, he showed
astounding control. At the end of
"She's A Lady" Rankin held the
last note for nearly a minute.
Before the note faded, he began the
next song, "In the Name of Love,"
on his guitar. This song, which
appeared on Rankin's' Silver
Morning, features Rankin's scat
singing - a mosaic of
"ba-da-boo-bahs" and voice trills

that span all of Rankin's extensive
range. The next song was Fisher
and Billy Preston's "You Are So
Beautiful" which went right into
"Blackbird."

It becomes apparent that
Rankin's major strength is in
interpretation. His knack for
making great songs greater is a gift
that has granted him success in a
genre which is dominated by
singer-songwriters. His own
compositions, a minority in his
repertoire, are quite frequently
.olid works. Siver Mornig, which
Ranklin played on piano was, as
-expected, beautifully executed and
no one could ever have said that his
playing was indicative of knowing
"only four songs on the piano."

He and the bassist were tight
through the entire performance and
Rankin, in his Hawaii "76" football
jersey, was relaxed. The concert
was not dominated by a showcase
of tunes from the newly released
LP but was a potpourri of material
from all his albums. He ran through
such favorites as "Penny Lane,"
'Peaceful," and Wonder's
"Sunshine of My Life." From the
new album, appropriately entitled,
The Kenny Rankin Album, he did
his own "I Love You," Hank
William's "House of Gold," Van
Heusen Burke's "Here's That Rainy
Day," "While My Guitar Gently
Weeps," and "When Sunny Gets
Blue." He ended with "Haven't We.
Met," a song that prompted a storm
of clapping and a standing ovation.
Returning without Peter Marshall,
Rankin encored with "Through the
Eye of the Eagle," a peaceful song
that rounded out a set
characterized by a devotion to
sensitive interpretation and sincere
delivery.



A Feeble Attempt at Weirdness
By ROBERTA G. KOSSOFF
The Union Governing Board

sponsored another feeble attempt
at entertainment last Thursday
night. Instead of hired help, as the
UGB offered us "Weirdo Night" -
a Gong Show with the addition of
a comedy group by the name of
Dialogue was presented. This, is
basic. The concept of an amateur
talent show supplied by the
students, in which the proverbial
hook is replaced by a large
Chinese gong. A select panel of
judges passes judgment on the
display of assorted talent and
determines what acts are passable
and which are gongable.

There is much to be admired
for utilizing a stdent talent
and providing students with an
opportunity to view one another
as making fools of themselves, and
having a hell of a time doing it.
UGB Treasure Grace Lee felt
it". . . was a good way to get
more student input in program
development." Vickie Graby and
Nancy Julius of the
Hieroglyphics , (second place
winners) felt... "We get into
doing really crazy things and we
were having such a good time

doing it." Terry Baklas of the first
place winners of the Sumo
Wrestlers felt "... it was one of
the brightest moments in my life."

The acts themselves were at
times funny, often slapstick,
mostly boring, and s little too
straight to be considered weird.
Benny and the Jets, the first act to
appear were a group of normally
dressed male vocalists singing the
"Jet's Song" from West Side
Story. They lasted approximately
four seconds. This was followed
by the Sumo Wrestlers who
emerged as the evening's favorite.
Carey Pack acting as a WABC
sports commentator introduced
"Teriyaki Takedown" (Terry
Baklas) and "Sum Dum Fuk"
(Jimmy Scarmozzi). They then
proceeded to do a wrestling match
which included instant replays in
slow motion and ended dousing
each other with Redi-whip. This
represented the highlight of the
evening's comedy. The only other
appreciable act were the
Hieroglyphics in which Nancy
Julius and Vicki Graby did some
pseudo-Egyptian dance steps to
the song of "Popcorn." Other
mentionable hr t unfortunately

* Mne wo women who call themselves the "Hieroglyphics" placed third in the
Gong Show.

gonged performances included the was still in doubt as to what
Benedict Brothers, a June Taylor Dialogue was, as ever further
like dance act performed to perplexed by what they were
"Who's That Lady," and "Abbott staying for. These two men made
and Costello" who proceeded to feeble attempts at comedy by
give a tired and "we've heard this using a xylophone and piano,

-once too many times" rendition imitating Baretta and doing some
of Who's on First. As for the acts' other undiscernable comedy
being labeled weird; this is a routines. It is enough to say that
highly debatable issue. Certainly when the house lights went back
there is nothing weird about five on, roughly 35 people including
guys singing the "Jet's Song," nor AV and UGB staff remained in the
is there anything crazy, kicky or audience.
campy about a dance team dressed All in all, "Weirdo Night" was
in black with fake fedora hats. an interesting evening which could

UGB programming chairman, as have been better if there were not
Master of Ceremonies, could have technical as well as production
stood to be a bit more audible, if difficulties. Perhaps programming
not comprehensible but did a great chairman Harold Dickey said it
job of keeping the crowd under best when he was asked to
control. comment on "Weirdo Night:"

Dialogue, the professional "All year I'e tried to expose
comedy group which followed -Stony Brook to a different style
provided an ameteur show which of programming in the
in itself was a strange Union ... programs like Tubby
juxtaposition to the amateur show Boots, the Lover's Weekend and
which preceded it. Vaudeville Night are a few

- a i , - "Still in Doubt ^b -' -: | amples-Some were successful
;*rhe group, consisting of two and some flopped for various
unnamed men, opened their act reasons. Stony Brook deserves
with a short film that was to more than a rock band with beer.
answer the question - what is Thursday night I gave the
Dialogue? When the film was over students something they deserved
about half the remaining audience for a long time - "Weirdo Night."

The Farmer: Barnyard Banalities
By ERIC GOLDIN

It ii not sensible to demand
high quality or profound
significance from a B-grade movie;
yet, it is not unreasonable for a
paying customer to expect even
this type of picture to be at least
entertaining. Unfortunately, The
Farmer is a film so awful in so
many ways that it is not even
marginally entertaining. In fact, it
is a horribly boring picture to sit
through.

Action Not Believeable
The action, which is never quite

believeable, revolves around a
young soldier named Kyle Martin
(Gary Conway), who returns
home to his farm in rural Georgia
after World War II. Although he
was a hero during the war, having
won the Silver Star, Kyle quickly
discovers that this honor gives him
no special place in civilian society;
in fact, he cannot even maintain
his beloved farm, since the bank
has refused to loan Kyle the
money needed for the upkeep of
such a huge tract of land.
Increasingly discouraged, Klyle is

suddenly rescued from Jhis
predicament .when he is
contracted to kill a game of
vicious gamblers. Shortly after,
his best friend is murdered and his
girlfriend (Angel Tompkins)
brutally raped by a member of
this gang. Kyle is now motivated
by personal revenge, reminiscent
of the vigilantism of Charles
Bronson in Death Wish.
Unfortunately, up to this point
the acting has been so wooden and
unexpressive, the characters so
stereotyped and devoid of true
feelings, and the dialogue so
superficial, that it is not possible
to take the film seriously. One
cannot feel Kyle's anger, or
empathize with his vendetta
against wickedness, as the movie
apparently wants the audience to
do. Instead, the viewer has
become emotionally detached
from the action, and is now
merely a disinterested onlooker.
Consequently, when Kyle does
execute the gang members, the
graphic and savage violence can in
no way be justified as a triumph

of good over evil. Rather, this
brutality is simply a gratuitous
assault on the sensibility of the
viewer.

Strangely, The Farmer does
have one strong point; the locales,
autos, and dress of the 40s are

authentically reproduced, giving
the film a realistic atmosphere.
However, this one virtue is not
nearly enough to compensate for
the bad taste and numerous
deficiencies present in the rest of
the production.
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The Joy of Double Entendre Art
By 8TACY MANTEL

"?enises," my fiend trned to me and aid
as we walked throi the fine arts gallery,
"Just peniw." I had to aee with her for
thee two specific art works by Judith
Bernstei were etremly longer they they
were wide ad quitehairyas wll. A resonably
pable dcription of te male genita indeed.

One of the works "Seven Pane Vertical," a
eries of sevn simil looking charcoal setches

that meare 12 ad a half by 42 feet, has a
rgsiantu power about them t first glance.

They ae orerbwhelmin leading one to wonder
if the itut wa just a powrful, unshnamed
and arn- u as h rt Th be presenta of
some of her wrks on sides ad her lecture
dm n lst Wed nesda at the glery proved
her to be.

Bernstein, who lives in Maattas
hinatow, ha been working with ge scale

sketches since 1969. She has also done a great
deal of work with Hebrew and Enlish
calligraphy and with sculptures using
uninflated balloons as the primary material.
But the primary focus of the art critic's eye is
an her hallic sketches.

-r -- m .m omiu- .w me rm Pau -m7l.

Thee specific sketches are done in chroal
on archer paper that is unrolled as it is
created, in a pane style. The 'act-that
Bernstein must unroll the paper and reroll the
finihred parts as she is working is because hee
studio falls a few feet short of the length of the
paper on which she works. She explained why
the size of the sketches was so important, 'I
want you to be hit by t lrgeness of it. The
image is important. When you look at it it
seems s if a larg train is coming at you."
According to Bernstein the sketches ae all
about the puns on rewing and being screwed.
"The sketches are a combindion of a literal
thing and a visual thing.. .they are partially

iscrew ad partiallyphalhues .'
The reason for using a series of the same

image but in various phases of development
according to Bernsteinis becaue "repeated
images makes it a strong visual statement." The
"classical piece" she w discusing was banned
from an exhibition in Philadelphia because
Municipal authorities called it obscene. The
Philidelphia critics questioned whether it was
art or pornography while some of her
afficionados wore buttons asking "Where is

Benstein?"outside of the empty gallery. So
much of art is on the same subject matter but
this is no obstacle to the imaginative artist,
"My style has evolved since I first began
xperimenting with this type of art.. . I

experimented with positive spae and negative
apace. This all stated small and then became

r... at first it was mechnical looking,
mostly ike screws and then it became more
aatomical ad finally it evolved into the
combination screw-phallus." Her style does
vary. There is a lot of variability within the
same subject matter (with regard to color, size
and texturne). Bersinsaid adding that dhe
could not my for asre whether or not she has
reched her artistic peak just yet in this
field.

Berstein's graffitti work, a combination of
calliraphy pls art, shows her at her most
political. A great deal of this work is about the
Vietnam war. She says that most of her ideas
for her graffitti work, which she calls
monoprints, came from the men's room at
Yale, the university where she studied. Most of
her monoprints are humorous in that they
exploit male fantasies.

Up until last year she was a member of
A.I.R., a women's cooperative gallery in
Manhattan. The name represents two ideas,
A.I.R. meaning artist in residence and because
at the time of the gallery's christening, the
women's movement was up in the air. Bernstein
suggested they name the place T.W.A.T.
(Twenty Women Artists Together) but it was
too camp to even undergo consideration.
"Most galleries in New York are pretty much
male-oriented,' Bernstein said"They'dexhibit
one woman artist, once in a while if they were
sympathetic." But A.I.R. has changed that and
Judith Bernstein, artist as politician and artist as
artist looks as though shell continue to fight
with her charcoal and canvas for the equal
rights of women in this society.

The Oscars: Statesman Preits
By JERRY L-SHAW

As the cold winds of March
retreat to the north and the
landscape begins to tur green
with burmgening verdu, critics

and devotees of cinema know that
it is time once again to engage in
that enticing rite of Spring
speculation on the Academy
Awads.Making predictions for the
1976 Ocar winner is an
intriguing tak which, thanksto a
handful of superb movie, is
somewhat like placing bets in a
horserace featuring Canonero,
Foolish Plesure and Secretaiat
on the inide lanes. Far more
difficult than simply foretelling
the outcome of chance is
attempting to red the collective,
whimial mind of the famed Film
Academy.

-The ary of film this s ear bas
left coves a divere range of
human activity. From the biting
factuality of All The Preident's
Men to the chilling potentiality of
Networ, the ae interestin and
poinant anlyses of two equally
revered institutions in American
society. The individual and his
collision with external conflict is
the focus in such dramatic
achievements as Rocky and Taxi
Driver. The reactions of these
individuals to their surrounding
offer nourishin food for thought
on the literary as well as a
cinmatic level. The excellence of
all of these films makes

speculations a far more interesting
endeavor. The film buffs on the
Proscenium staff have not shied
from the challenge, and are he}by
putting their money on the
following nominees:

In the category of Best
Screenplay, Prosceniumwould like
to see the Oscar to to Network, as
Paddy Chayefsky managed to
convey a complex and frightening
concept, that of the domination
of television, through a highly
literate and provocative script.
The award for Best Director will
probably be given to Alan J.
Pakula for All The President's
Men, and deservedly so. To depict
history on a step by step basis and
till manage to retain a high level

of interest is quite a task.
Jodie Fostei, from Taxi Driver,

will probably take the award for
Best Supporting Actress, as the
aspiring 14-year old was truly
convincing. Proscenium would like
to see her take the prize. A
possible upset, though, in this
category might come from Piper
Laurie, who was brilliantly
demonic in the hell-raising chiller,
Carie. The Oscar for Best
Supporting Actor will probably to
to Sir Laurence Olivier for
Marathon Man, as the aging falcon
is as venerated an institution as
the Academy itself and much
warm sentiment is harbored for
him. While Olivier was effective as
ex-Nazi Zeld, Proscenium would

rather see the award go to Ned
Beatty, for his astounding
performance as the head of the
corporate conglomerate in
Network.

In the coveted category of Best
Actress, despite the keen
competition, it should be a
runaway for Faye Dunaway. After
barely missing the award for her
performances in Bonnie ad Clyde
(1967) and Chiatown (1974)
generl sentiment in the Academy
should be in her favor. She was
scintillating as the fiery executive
climber in Network and should get
the award. The Oscar for Best
Actor will probably be awarded
posthumously to Peter Finch, for
his role as the insane Howard
Beale in Network. Because of his
untimely death last winter, the
academy would probably pay
tribute to this fine actor who was
never so honored in the past.
However, .cast.our vote for Robert
DeNiro for an overwhelming
performance in Taxi Driver.

The greatest drama in the
presentation of the Academy
Awards comes with the opening of
the envelope containing the name
of the Best Picture of the Year.
The nominees for this award are
all fair game. Network and All The
President's Men seem to be in
dead heat competition as both
:present socio-political themes.
Rocky and Taxi Driver rely more
on the development of character,

mnd both have created memorable
figures in cinematic history in
their leading characters. The fifth
nominee, Bound for Glory,
based on the life of Depression
folksinger Woody Guthrie, is
the onlt longhot. Proscenium's
prediction is that the award will
go to All the President's Men, in
accordance with the general
anti-Nixon sentiment which has
pervaded American c-eture in the
past four years. The performances
of Robert Redford and Dustin
Hoffman were sparkling as
reporters Bob Woodward and Carl
Bernstein, yet the film does rely
on the historical implications of
Watergate to achieve its cinematic
impact. Taxi Driver, with its
chilling depiction of an average
man's violent reaction to the ills
of society, is favored for the prize
by the Proscenium staff.

There are bound to be upsets in
the curious contests especially in

.categories where Rocky is a
nominee, as no one is quite sure
how the Academy will treat the
instant star, Sylvester Stallone.
Other films, such as Marathon
Man, Crie and King Kong may
also cause some surprises.
Whatever the outcome, the
evening of March 28 is one to be
spent in front of the TV with a
large bowl of jiffy popcorn, and
savored for its suspense, surprise
and sheer fun. And f you have
money on it...
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of which asequipping the coincided with Victor's playback equipment with the lounges across the country, most movements of symphonies and
phonograph with electrical impressive ariiatic and panatrope in 1926, and began to of which were equipped with many complete musical works
power generated by well-celled commercial prges In 1902,mrnarket fully electric juke boxes. Juke boxes were without interruption. Msae

batteries.~~~~~Johnson designed th-, tone arm. a radio-record plawe consoles. simultaneously consumers and during performances could be
Phonograph Parior device that shifted most of the Victor eventually countered with promoters of records for the corrected right down to a

The' first Phonogr-.ph Parlor weight of a disc machine its farst electric :player, the record companies, and as the sixteenth note and re-inserted
was concieved by Louis Glass, playback unit (stylus, dipragm, Electrola, -and in' 1927, the 1930's progressed, the juke box into the tape, thus elmiating
who was manager of the Pacific container, and horn) from the .Automatic Music Company rejuvenated the recording the necessity to re -rord an
Phonograph Company in San surface of the record to the began manufacturing the first industry, accounting for sales of entire passaeW. *
Fransisco. He installed ,a chassis of the machine, thus electric coin-operated over 19 million records, and -Another major"dvlomn
battery--powered model of an greatly reducing record wear. multi--selection record players, stimulated the sales of millions was the introduction of the
Edison phonograph in the Palais And in 1906, Johnson which later becam known as more. '. . 12--inch long playing record',
Royal Saloon in San Fransisco. Introduced the Victrola, the first juke boxes. These developments RCA Victor, mi an effort to with a playing time of up to 23
By inserting a nickel listeners record player to incorporate the triggered a strong resurgence of place more record players in minutes on each side, by
could hear, through listening reproducing horn into the body the industry during the closing circulation, promoted the Duo Columbia Records in 1948.
tubes, about two minutes of of the player. The development yeaws of the 20s. The increase in Junior, a small turntable designed These discs were developed for
vaudeville and musical comedy of the two-sided disc, which had record sales prompted a young to be plugged into radio sets. The home usage involving repeated
songs, -comic monologues, been originated in Rurope by the industrial giant, the _-Radio player was a giveaway at $9.50, plays, which meant the creation
whistling soloists, -or brass Odeon Record Company,.Corporation of -America, to but it created thousands of new of a light weight tone arm. The

aragements of popular marches spurned new interest into the merge with Victor in 1930. The record fans. Jack Kapp, creative development of a microgroove
and concert pieces. The industry. By the beginning of stock market crash in 1929. director of Brunswich Records cutting technique also increased
phonograph parlor became a World War I, the record industry however, destroyed all hopes for and later head of the Decca playing time. The result was an
fixture on the American scene by had reached its golden age. continued prosperity in the Record Company, opened unbreakable record that played
i1890.'Records had become the most recording industry, and the wholly new channels of record at 33 1/3 rpm, made of vinyl,

The - Columbia Phonograph popular form of home industry subsequently entered distribution, among them chain which had greater reproduction
Company emerged as the leadingentertainment, and the expanded the darkest chapter in its history. and department stores, and lured fidelity and could be sold for less
producer of entertainment ownerships of playing equipment In 1931. in an attempt to some of the top stars of the day, money than the same recorded
cylinders, and in 11894, after caused record sales to soar. accellerate record sales, RCA such as Bing Crosby, Guy repertoire then on the market.
eliminating virtually all The end of the war brought a"Victor introduced a 12-inch Lombardo, , Louis Armstrong, 12 inch record
competitors except for Edison, severe economic slump, but the record with a longer. playing time and the Mills Brothers to Decca -Columbia foresaw the creation
introduced a spring-motored real threat to the industry was of about eight minutes on each Records. of a new one-speed market - 3-3
model of the graphophone which actually a struggling new side, which played at a speed of In 1942, the -American 1/3 instead of 78, and began
sold for $40, a price which most communications medium called 33 1/3 revolutions per minute Federation of Musicians decided marketing inexpensive turntables
middle and upper Aincorneradio. Until 1923, radio was rather than the -tnad spee oto try to curb the rapidly to play the new 12-inch records.
families could afford. Edison primarily -a medium for 78 rpm. But this attempt failed, increasing use of records by radio But early in 1949, RCA Victor
soon launched the National hobbyists. But' the breakthrough because there were too few stations and in juke boxes, introduced a 7--inch vinyl record
",Phonograph Company and for radio came in 1924 with the turntables in circulation that which, they said, was that operated at 45 rpm, and
introduced a sturdy model of the introduction of the operated at 33 1/3 rpm, and the jeopardizing the employment of marketed an inexpensive record
p~honograph with a selling price superheterodyne circuit and records were pressed on a soft live musicians. When the record changer with just that one speed.
of $50. The fact that there were loudspeakers with volume plastic compound that wore out companies refused to comply, a 'T he Battle of the Speeds' began,
-two major competitors by the -control. As the, public began to after oonly -a tew Vlays.-The new strike paralyzed the industry for and athough the es-tablished disc
tumr of the ctuyheld theIbu radio% setis and as records were withdrawn from the-more than two years. Eventually, was still the 78 rpm, companies
promise of lower prices and programming improved, sales of market in 1932. , Decca, Columbia, and RCA began choosing sides and began,
higher quality for dedicated-phonographs plummetted. But . The demise of tAhe Victor agreed to pay royalties issuing new releases in any or all
recording fans. , electric circuity proved to be the long-playing record caused into a union funmd that was used of the speeds. The juke box

Disc Records salvation of recordings. The basic maany skeptics to feel that to sponsor the employment of industry was in favor of the 45
Just as the industry seemed components of acoustical-records had proven to be no musicians at live concerts. rpm disc because the large hole

headed for prosperity and recording, a recording horn, challenge for the ."live"I TOM of the 7-inch disc was ideal for
.standardization, a German ipragm and cutting stylus, entertainment provided by radio. Oe oftemstsgiian uoatcrcr changers. But
immigrant, Emile Berliner, who were relcdwt odner y13.rcr lyr had industry developments of the what finally helped to make the
Adesigned an improved telephone microphone, a vacuum tube virtually disappeared from 'front posat -wa r years was LP the more popular disc was
transmitter which he sold to the amrnpIi fi e r, -a nd .an parlors, and millions of the emergence of tape as a Columbia's release of the "'South
Bell Telephone Company, electromagnetically powered Americans were finding recording medium. Up to that Pacific" original cast album and
developed disc records, which cutting stylus. The new system, entertainment z in motion time, recordings were made on some classical music selections. It
.had several advantages over when perfected, permitted the pictures. ' wax blanks that were only able would have taken about four
cylinder recordings. Thney listener to hear on records for' Repeal of Prohibition to accornodate three or four seven-inch 45 rpm records to
generated much higher levels of the first time the dynamic But slowly, conditions in the minutes of playing time. provide the equivalent of both
sound, and the disc player, -or'shadings and tone colors inherent industry began to improve. The Mistakes could not be corrected; sides of one LP and LP's were
"grarnaphone" as Berliner called in orchestral muskc. " repeal of Prohibition in 1933 one mistake meant repeating the more economical. The 45 rpm

-it, required only a small horn for -Brunswick was the first stimulated the opening of entirep assage. The tape recorder record eventually became
-amplification. Discs were also
more easily st or ed .,and
transported, and could be
mass-miianufactured.

In 1897 Eldridge Johnson, a
m a chine shop operator,
contracted Berliner to
:manufacture a spring-motored
model of the gramaphone. It sold
f~or $25, a price competitive with
spring-motored phonographs
and graphophones. In 1901,
Berliner and Johnson established
-the Victor Talking Machine
Company, a company whose
European affiliate later
introduced Red Seal records,
featuring opera stars and noted
musicians, and which sold for the
then exorbitant price of $5.
-Nevertheless, Red Seal records
"were an immediate success.

established as thle medium for
pop single records, the LP for just
about everything else.

Together, the long-play
record and the tape recorder
brought about significant
changes in the industry. The ease
and flexibility of tape, and the
portablility of the tape recorder
made it possible to record almost
anywhere, and reduced studio
costs cnsiderably. Coupled with
that was the longer playing time,
low price and improved quality
of the new recordings. Small
companies, who specialized in
classical, jazz, folk, country, and
blues, formed, exerting a great
influence on American musical,
taste. This was the hi-fi era. The
p u bIi c became very
sound-co nscious, and

-1-ne iolcufn Age IPspa, mama, and six daughters, using earplugs that wove provided to amplify sound, sample a recording reproduced by one manuf acturers .Of changers,
Important technical advances 'of

th early cylinder record players. amplifiers, and speakers had to

The Berliner
Company of

to a speed of about 70 revolutions-per-minute in ordew to got a satisfactory*
playback. - - ----- - - '

By ERNIE CANADEO '
This is the first in a series of
three article,-.nade possible by
material furnished by the
.Recording Industry Association
-of America.

redesign and improve their
equipment to meet the new
demands of the sound-conscious
public. The record industry
thrived and prospered as
hundreds of new companies were
formed, recorded repertoire was
expanded, and sales rose from
$189 million in 1948 to $511
maillion in 1958.

Televisio
Had it not been for the

development of the LP and the
45, the record industry may have
collapsed from the onslaught of
yet another new .,home
entertainment medium,
television. Television affected
both the records and radio, with
radio suffering the greatest
decline in popularity. Radio
networks found they could no
longer afford the high costs of
live talent, and searched for a
new, inexpensive medium, which
they found in records. Stations
began to incorporate a disk
jockey format, which not only
helped them survive television's
impact but saw them grow
and prosper because they had at
their disposal the entire range of
recorded musical repertoire. For
the recording industry it meant a
new mme for exposing their
product to the public, and today
over 75 -percent of radio
programming .consists of
recordings.

Stereo
At the height of the hi-fi'

boom, the industry was suddenly
confronted with another
revolution in sound reproduction

-stereo. The first successful
xprents with stereo had

been conducted in 1931 by A.D.
Blumlein, a scientist employed at
the English Columbia
Laboratories. He developed a
system capable of producing a
stereophonic effect by relaying
the sounds picked up by two
equidistant microphones through
two identical speakers placed at
right angles ten feet apart from
each other. Blumlein
s ub se qu en tlIy be ga n
experimenting with stereo discs,
by inscribing two separate sets of
grooves side by side into the
surface of the record, each
groove containing the sounds
picked up by one microphone.
After his death during World War
II, other scientists took up his
w ork and by 1957 a

about his recording machine. In
fact, neither Edison nor Cros
could claim authorship of the
word "phonograph".\ It was first
used by F.B. Fenby, an inventor
who had been granted a patent in

183 for an unsuccessful
machine -called the "Electro
MWagnetic Phonograph."- _ :

In 1878, the Edison Spleakig
Phonograph Company was
formed to exploit the novelty
appeal of the phonograph..
Among the founders was
Gardner Hubbard, arn eminent
lawyer and a founder of the
National Geographic Society,
who happened also to be the
father-in-law of Alexander
Graham Bell.

A New Medium
Hundreds of machines were

manufactured and a team of men
'was organized and trained to
demonstrate the features of the
phonograph to audiences across
the nation. Edison foresaw
recorded sound as a medium for
-the enjoyment of music, drama,
:and literature, and its utility as a
dictating machine. Ironically,
Edison was never able to fully

-enjoy the many improvements in
recording techniques that
ocecured during his lifetime; he
was almost deaf.

The public enthusiasm for the
-phonograph faded almost as
rapidly as it had grown once its
novelty appeal had worn off. The
fact is that the phonograph was
then little more than a "mere
toy," as Edison himself once
described it, whose sound was
harsh and grating. Much further
developmental work was needed,
but by the end of 1878 Edison
had become so engrossed in his
work on the electric light that his
work on developing the
phonograph greatly diminished.

Alexander Graham Bell, who
had followed the progress of the
phonograph with great interest,
hired technicians to improve
upon Edison'*s phonograph. The
graphophone, a word the
researchers had concocted by
juxtaposing phono and graph was
developed, and the result was a
smoother and more pleasing
sound, alth ough ear tubes were
.needed for amplification.
Hearing of the rival machine',
Ed ison .again focused his
attention on the phonograph and
made several improvements, one

single-gr~oove stereo recording
technique had been perfected.

Stereo records were being
released, but consumers had no
playing equipment for them.
Although the system was called
"'compatable" it meant that
monaural records could be
-played on a stereo machine but
not vice versa. It took close to
ten years before stereo became
so universally accepted that the
industry felt secure enough to
gradually phase out mono
records.

KEW- aeorded tapes
.During the early and

mid-1950s, attempts had also
been made to market
pre-recorded tapes in a
reel-to-Teel format. But the
market for tapes was primarily
one for audiophiles who believed
that the quality of reproduction
-and limitless wear made tapes far
superior to records. Many people
seemed to be scared off by the
intricacy of threading the tapes,
and by the higher prices charged
for pre-recorded tapes. But the
breakthrough came in the middle
1960s with the introduction of
the 4-track continuous
loop-tape stereo cartridge,
the-principal market for which
was initially ,automobile
installations. Two years later
came the 8-track cartridge,
which offered twice as much
playing time, and shortly
thereafter came the cassette tape.
T'he 8--track cartridge and the
cassette today account for close
to 30 percent of total sales of
sound recordings.

Quadraphonic sound was
introduced in the early 1970s
and operates on the principle of
"'surround sound", with sound
emanating through four speakers
located in each comer of a room.
By 1978, yet another concept in
recorded sound, video discs, will
be introduced to the public.
Video tapes are 'already on
the market, and laboratory
experiments with laser beams
indicate that at some future date
it may be possible to record
more than twenty hours of music
on one side of a 12--inch disc!
The second part of this
three--part series spanning the
first hundred years of sound
recordings will trace the
development of recording
sessions, in Friday'sB Statesman.

In 1877, one century ago,
Thomas Alva Edison recited
"Mary Had a Little Lamb" into a
microphone, and the vibrations
of his voice caused a stylus to cut
grooves into a piece of tin foil
wrapped around a rotating
cylinder, creating the first sound
recording. In the 100 years since
then, technical advances have led
to the development and
refinement of sound, and the
subsequent growth of the
recording industry. In order to
fully appreciate the extent and
-impact that the recording
industry" has' had on
communications, education, and
the arts, it is worthwhile to
recognize the stages the industry
has gone through since Edison'*s
crude recording mechanism was
developed one century ago.

The First Phonograph
Edison's first "phonograph" (a

term which, translated from
Greek, means "sound writer")
was a crude mechanism that
consisted of a metal cylinder
which was engraved with a
continuous spiral groove, a
recording unit comprised of a
small horn and a sharp metal
.stylus attached to adiaphragm, a
playback unit with a playback
stylus with a rounded tip for
smoother sound, and a sheet of
tin foil that wrapped around the
cylinder. In operation, the
cylinder was rotated by a handle
as someone spoke, sang, or
played an instrument (preferably
a brass instrument because
cylinder records could not
capture string sounds faithfully)
into the recording horn.

Ediscon, after demonstrating
the talking machine at the office
of Scientific American magazine
was scion hailed as "The Wizard
on Menlo Park" (in New Jersey
where his lab was located). But
Edison wasn't the only one
interested in the development of
a sound machinic in 1877. A
French poet and amateur
scientist, Charles Cros, had
written a paper describing a
-mechanical device similar to the
phonograph, but only theorized
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Calendar of Events March 23-29
V11 " A.

Wed, Mar. 23
FILM: The Society of Physics Students presents Times
and Clocks at 12 noon In Graduate Physics S-140.

CONCERT: The Baptist Campus Ministries of the SUNY
Interfaith Center is sponsoring Day Spring, 10 musicians
from the University of Tennessee who wil perform 13
separate selections and two medleys in contemporary
and folk styles at 2 PM in the Union Main Lounge.

COLLOQUIUM: Professor Niklaus Wirth of the Federal
Institute of Technology in Zurich, Switzerland and the
Xerox Center in Pale Alto, California, will give a brief
overview of Modula, and then concentrate on the
multi-processing and device handling facilities of Modula
at 2 PM in Light Engineering 102. There will be
refreshments following the colloquium in the Faculty
Lounge, Room 258.

LECTURE: Professor Brian Henderson, of Buffalo State
University will speak on Film Semiotics at 4 PM in the
Center for Contemporary Arts and Letters, Library

'E-2342.

FILM:The Society .of Physics Students presents
Distinction of Past and Future a Feynman film at 7:30
PM in Graduate Physics P-112.

'MEDITATION: A free course in introductory
meditation is taught every Wednesday at 8 PM in Union
231. This week's topic will be Psychic Love.

CONCERT: Mostly from the Last Decade presents
contemporary music by Martino, ,lenze, Butterfield,
Strunsky, Semegen, Hartley, Nagel, Corena,
Stockhausen, and Lind at 8:30 PM in Lecture Center
105.

-MEETING: There will be a meeting of the Science
Fiction Forum in the basement of Hendrix College at 9
PM.

MOVIE ORGY: The Commuter College will be
presenting an X-rated cartoon, a foreign movie, and an
early Marilyn Monroe skin-flick to be shown at 9 PM, 12
midnight and 2 AM with free popcorn at each showing
in the Commuter College movie lounge in the basement
of Gray College.

Thu, Mar. 24
MEETING: Any woman receiving her degree from the
College of Engineering (MSA,MSC,or ENG) should join
the Society of Women Engineers Organization which will
have its meeting at 12:15 PM in Old Engineering 301.

SEMINAR: Dr. J. L. McHugh of the Marine Sciences
Research Center and Mid-Atlantic Regional Fishery
Manaement Council will speak on Fishery Management
Under Extended Jurisdiction at 4 PM in Graduate
Biology 006.

-Or. Harold Smith of the Brookhaven National
Laboratory will speak on Genetic Engineering and Plant
Protoplasts at 4:15 PM in Lecture Center 101 with
ooffee servd at 4 PM.

MEDITATION:A free course in introductory mditation
is taught every Thursday night at 7:30 PM in Union
229. This week's topic is How to Attain Inner Power.

INTERVENTION TRAINING: There will be a Crisis
Intervention Training for the Hotline for the Aging at
7:30 PM in Old Biology 113.

LECTURE: Phi Beta Kappa Society presents Ithid de
Sola Pool, Professor of Political Science at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology who will speak on From
Gutenberg to Electronics-Implications for the First
Amendment at 8 PM in Lecture Center 109.

FILM FESTIVAL:Hand College will be presenting a
Funny Flicks Festival featuring W.C. Fields, The Three
Stooges and others at 8 PM in the Main Lobby.
Admission is $.50. Beer, wine and food will be served.

COFFEE SOCIAL: New and old members are all
welcome to attend the Gay Student Union Coffee Social
at 8:30 PM in Union 045b.

CONCERT: There will be a Master of Music recital
featuring Janet Crossen on piano at 8:30 PM in Lecture
Center 105. Pieces by Schumann, Copland, and
Prokofiev wili be played.

FILM: Porno movies will be shown at 9 PM in the
O'Neill College Lounge. Refreshments will be served.

PORN FEST: The Kelly Quad Council is sponsoring Wet
Rainbow, an erotic film starring Georgina Spelvin and
Harry Reems at 8 PM in the Kelly Quad Office.
Admission is $.50 and includes an X-rated raffle.

Fri, Mar. 25
CONCERT: The Stony Brook Jazz Ensemble will be
performing at 12 noon in Union Main Lounge.

SEMINAR: There will be a seminar on Auto Operation
Costs:Safety and Driving Time Implications, at 3 PM in
Old Engineering 301. Coffee served at 2:45 PM.

COLLOQUIUM: Walter Watson will speak on Aristotle's
Rhetoric as an Art of Invention at 4 PM in Old Physics
249.

-Dr. B. Kohler of Wesleyan University will speak on
Visual Pigment of Electronic Structure at 4:30 PM in
Old Chemistry 116.

PLAY: The New-York Theatre Caravan, a professional
troupe who represented the United States in the '72

.Olympics, will perform the amazing story of Sacco and
Venzetti at 8 PM in the Union Auditorium. Tickets are
$1 and can be purchased at the Union ticket office.

MOVIE: COCA presents Alfred Hitchcock featuring
Frenzy at 7 PM,Famly Plot at 9:30 PM and Psycho at
12 midnight in Lecture Center 100.

PLAY: The Slavic Cultural Center will present Stanislaw
Wyspianski'sThe Wedding in the Josef Szajna Thatre at
8:30 PM. Tickets are $4 for adults, $2 for students and
senior citizens. Call 473-9002 for reservations.

FILM: Porn films will be shown at 9 PM in O'Neiil
College Lounge. Refreshments wil be served.

CONCERT: A concert of the Contemporary
mini-festival, The ABACUS percussion quartet will be
performing in Lecture Center 105 at 8:30 PM.
Admission Is $2.50 for faculty and outsiders and $1 for
students.

Sat, Mar. 26
RALLY Meet with Congressan I
Clean Air Bill at 12 noon in Fr
North Ocean Street. For more
ENACT in Union 248 or call 246-7

PLAY: Stanislaw Wyspianski's The
8:30 PM. For details, see Friday.

CONCERT: David Milnes will co
and Stravinsky at 8:30 PM in Lect

OMOVIE; COCA presents Alfre
featuring Frenzy at 7 PM, Family
Psycho at 12 midnight in Lectur

DANCE: James College presents the Ocean Band in
concert in the Main Lounge at 9 PM. There will be
mixed drinks, three for $1, $.35 each. There will also be
a Pub special.

COFFEEHOUSE: There will be an Israeli Coffeehouse
sponsored by Hillel featuring Zenith (Rock and Israeli
music) at 9:30 PM in Roth Cafeteria. Falafel and other
refreshments will be served.

Sun, Mar. 27
CONCERT: The Paumanok Ensemble in Concert will be
playing works by Telemann, Cooke, Mozart, and Brahms
at 3 PM in the Union Auditorium.

PLAY: Stanislaw Wyspianski's The Weddingat 2 PM and
8:30 PM. For details, see Friday.
e» e . * .* * - t*

-DINNER: There will be a pot-luck dinner at 7 PM in
Union 045 sponsored by Gay Student Union. Everyone
'must sign up beforehand. For information call 246-7943
or stop by Union 045b.

CONCERT: Kathy Weinman will perform on the oboe at
8:30 PM in Lecture Center 105.

Mon. Mar. 28
FILMS: The Health Sciences Women's Center presents
National Women's Film circuit with Woman to Woman,
Uvia Makes Some Chages, Our Little Munchkin Here,

Lent for the upcoming Home Muvi, Menses, Taking Our Bodies Back: The
ueport Town Hall on Women's Health Movement at 12 noon and 5:30 PM in
information contact Lecture Hall 5, Megastructure.

r088.
.MEETING: There will be an important meeting at 3 PM

i Wedding at 2 PM and in Library 4080 of the Undergraduate History Society.

LECTURE: Pietro DiDonato, author of Christ in
nduct music by Bach Concrete, the story of the Italian immigrant in the U.S.
ture Center 105. -will speak at 7:30 PM in Humanities 101.

ed Hitchcock night CONCERT: Michiko Takado will perform her Master of
Plot at 9:30 PM and Music recital on piano including works by Mozart,
e Center 100 Debussy, Schumann, and Prokofiev at 8:30 PM in

Lecture Center 105.

Tue, Mar. 29
BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING: There will be a free
Blood Pressure Screening sponsored by Stony Brook
Nursing Students in conjunction with Suffolk Heart
Association at 10AM in the Seaman's Bank for Savings
in the Smithhaven Mall.

POETRY READING: There will be readings from the
Taproot workshop at 4 PM in the Poetry Center Library
E-2341.

SEMINAR: Dr. Harry Gafney of Queens College will
speak on Excited State Electron Transfer Reactions at
7:30 PM in Geaduate Chemistry 408.

CONCERT: There will be a Chamber Music concert at
8:30 PM in Lecture Center 105.

LECTURE: Brent Green, the chief engineer on a nuclear
submarine, will speak on Pressurized Water Reactors
and Nuclear Propulsion Systems, sponsored by the
Society of Physics Students and IEEE at 12:15 PM in
Graduate Physics P-130.
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